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introduction

By Steve Towns

A Time of Transition
For public CIOs, change comes with the territory.

moved aggressively to shore up technology
in the state, hiring Hawaii’s first statewide
CIO, backing multiyear plans to modernize
government systems and launching efforts
to expand broadband connectivity. But Ige,

Republican Bruce Rauner, putting
current state CIO Sean Vinck’s job on
shaky ground. Since his appointment
in 2011, Vinck has been an innovative
thinker. For instance, he’s leading an

mong the many challenges facing
public CIOs is the fact that your
job often is tied to the political
success of your boss. That’s certainly
true for many state CIOs, particularly as more of those positions have
been elevated to cabinet-level posts.
In November, voters in 36 states cast
ballots for governor. In about half of those
states, incumbents were expected to coast
to re-election. Administration changes
were more likely in the rest — and CIO
jobs and technology initiatives hung in
the balance. Now, with the election results
tabulated, here are a few states to watch.
In Pennsylvania, Democrat Tom
Wolf defeated incumbent Republican
Gov. Tom Corbett, potentially triggering changes for a state IT team that has
boldly moved toward the cloud. In July,
state CIO Tony Encinias announced a
deal to unify seven state data centers
into perhaps the largest hybrid cloud
deployment in state government. The
seven-year, $681 million project, awarded
to Unisys, is intended to provide true
computing-on-demand services for
state agencies. Now the questions are
how strongly the new administration
will support the move, and whether
Encinias will be around to see it through.
Illinois voters replaced incumbent Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn with

A

“ Changes like these come with

the territory — and help explain
why the average job tenure
for public CIOs clocks in at
something less than five years.

effort to share Michigan’s Medicaid
management system instead of building
a new one to replace his state’s 1970s-era
system. It’s a move that potentially saves
Illinois taxpayers millions of dollars. But
Quinn’s defeat means the state probably
will have a new CIO next year, and the
unconventional shared Medicaid system
project will need strong support from
the new administration to succeed.
And in Hawaii, incumbent Gov. Neil
Abercrombie didn’t even survive the
Democratic primary, where he was upset
by state Sen. David Ige. Abercrombie had

who ultimately was elected governor, has
criticized the CIO’s office and the results
of Abercrombie’s modernization efforts.
Don’t be surprised to see a shakeup there.
Changes like these come with the territory — and help explain why the average
job tenure for public CIOs clocks in at
something less than five years. Here’s
wishing everyone a smooth transition. ¨
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Stop reacting to
cyber threats.
It’s time to get
ahead of them.
Security and compliance for Federal government
agencies requires navigating new regulations
and getting ahead of emerging threats which can
impact national security. The CyberArk Privileged
Account Security Solution is a new security
layer to protect, detect and respond to cyber
attacks. The solution’s privileged account discovery,
management and real-time monitoring deliver a
risk-based approach to an agency’s information
security programs. These features help meet
FISMA requirements while implementing and
automating many NIST 800-53 recommendations
– especially when it comes to “Access Control,”
“Audit and Accountability” and “Identification and
Authentication” control families.

BREACH STUDIES SHOW:

Privileged accounts,
which consist of IT
administrative credentials,
default and hardcoded
passwords, application
backdoors and more, are
targeted in nearly every
significant cyber attack.
Source: CyberSheath (May 2014)
The Role of Privileged Accounts
in High Profile Breaches

Emerging programs, including the DHS CDM
Phase II – Least Privileged and Infrastructure
Integrity, highlight the critical role securing privileged
accounts plays in effective risk mitigation.

READ OUR WHITEPAPER

www.cyberark.com/NISTpaper
© 2014 CyberArk Software, Ltd. | cyberark.com
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BY ADAM STONE

|

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

DATA-DRIVEN
LEARNING
Longitudinal data systems are changing education
at both the student and policy levels.

STAN KAADY

Rober Swiggum,
CIO of the Georgia
Department of
Education, says
aggregated data
gives educators a
360-degree view of
student performance.
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DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING

I

n Rhode Island schools, a multidisciplinary effort helps teachers to quickly
understand what skills their students have
already grasped and which subjects need
more attention. In Houston, a regional alliance
has noticed signs of students going off-track on
higher-level math skills and acted to intervene.
What do these stories have in common? Success
here derives from access to data, or big data as it’s
sometimes called. The examples above come from
the Data Quality Campaign, a nonprofit effort driving
education outcomes through hard numbers.
Data matters. While state administrators
have long had access to school district statistics,
recent years have seen greater reliance on hard
numbers as a means of driving education policy.
CIOs have found that the ability to gather and
analyze school stats gives them greater sway in
the shaping of school policy and practice.

Masterson:
Longitudinal
data helps
policymakers
funnel education
dollars in the
right direction.

can scan the data, and a public-facing portal gives
parents and others a glimpse into a district’s progress.

A

s is common practice, the CIO’s office
in Georgia’s Department of Education
annually aggregates student performance data as a requirement for tapping into federal funding. Besides giving the school
system access to government financial support,
aggregation at the state level serves another purpose: It relieves the IT burden at the district level.
“It costs money to hold onto historical information,” said Robert Swiggum, CIO
of the Georgia Department of Education.
The aggregated, or longitudinal, data set also gives
educators a 360-degree view of a student’s performance at the push of a button. Rather than sift through
and collate individual stats on attendance, performance, test scores and other metrics, “they can use the
[longitudinal] system as an easy-to-use format that can
be sorted, that can be filtered,” Swiggum said. “It helps
them deliver the personalized information, something
that is almost impossible to do without the data.”
Such data drives the big picture too. “We write a
report for our legislature every year to show them
how all the schools are doing, by district, so they can
see that the money they are appropriating is being
used well,” Swiggum said. Curriculum developers

I

n Arizona, an expanding longitudinal data
system aims to influence state education
policy. “The decisions that need to be made
are around the school payment model from
the legislature,” said Mark Masterson, CIO of the
state’s Education Department. “Education is a $7.5
billion business in our state. So we need to ask: Are
we paying the right amounts to the right people?”
Arizona’s core education data system came into
being in 2008, developed at first by a small cadre
of researchers on a $6 million budget. Since then
the system has grown dramatically, and by the end
of 2014 should encompass every district, teacher
and principal in the state. Among Arizona’s 300
local educational authorities, some 500 tap into
the system every day, and that figure is growing by 50 to 60 users a week, Masterson said.
The system is largely automated, with teachers
filing student data into a state information system
as often as once a day, though the law gives them 20
school days to update records. A statewide aggregator extracts that information daily and generates weekly and monthly benchmark reports.
While it may sound simple, this
seamless exchange of data is not
easily accomplished, as there are
few truly interoperable interfaces
in play. “The challenge of doing
this in education is that there is no
standard electronic data interface,”
said Masterson. “When you walk

HAVING THAT INFORMATION AS A
TEACHER CAN BE VERY VALUABLE AS A
WAY TO SEE WHERE KIDS ARE AND EVEN
HOW YOU CAN CHALLENGE THEM.
[10]
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Caption

DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING

Styles: Nearly
15,000 inquiries
come in to the
U.S. Department
of Education
each year on
student data
privacy.

into Wal-Mart, their systems are talking to suppliers every day. When you pick up something off the
shelf, the supplier is already delivering the next
one. So why can’t we do the same with children?”
Each district chooses how to manage its electronic
data, and the result is that 15 vendors presently help
to manage those systems, leaving Masterson the task
of forging digital connections between all those enterprises. “We depend on having good, clean data, so this
has been extremely painful. If I was a retail business in
this circumstance, I would go out of business,” he said.
To smooth the process, Masterson does much of the
procurement work for districts, who have neither the
budget nor the expertise to tap into needed resources
on their own. The state has spent $32 million over
the past six years getting all the pieces in place.
When all the processing is done, the net result
can be — and usually is — an enhanced educational experience. In the past, it might have taken a
teacher five days to pull relevant academic records
for 35 students. “Now it takes her five seconds,”
Masterson said. “You give those teachers back
their time, so they can do lesson planning.”

L

ongitudinal data often has direct impact on
pedagogy: If a district scores consistently
low in fifth-grade math, that’s something
that can remedied. Data may also have an
impact on individuals, for instance, when a teacher
can see at the start of the year that a particular student has a long-term trend of high absenteeism.
Such data also may influence policy at higher
levels, showing state leaders which schools are
in need of greater funding or which are reaching
their capacity in terms of student population.
In Delaware the technology gurus in the Department
of Education are looking beyond primary education
and even beyond high school. They hope longitudinal
data can help drive the best results when it comes to
student enrollment and success at the college level.
With 130,000 students in its system, the state
is vigorous in its college prep agenda, setting
aside funds for every high school student to
take the SAT. It even has a formal relationship
with the College Board, which helps merge SAT
results into the schools’ own data systems.
By having ready access to SAT data, “it shows us
something about the effectiveness of the schools,” said
Pat Bush, director of the technology resources and
data development group at the Delaware Department
of Education. “Having that information as a teacher
can be very valuable as a way to see where kids are
and even how you can challenge them. If a child

has solid engineering and math skills as demonstrated by the SAT, I as a teacher would probably
try to provide supplemental materials in those areas
so that that child could do more advanced work.”
Much has changed in the 10 years since the state
began aggregating district data into a longitudinal view. Data has become much easier to access,
Bush said, but as with any technological evolution, this has brought its own set of challenges.
“For every kink that gets worked out, there are three
or four new ones,” he said. “It may be operating system
updates, database technologies or reporting technologies, as well as the landscape of what data is available
to us. We are always looking to stay current, but not
too current. We need to balance the technology with
the cost of ownership and the potential benefits.”

A

dvocates for data-driven education
suggest a number of positive outcomes that might arise from longitudinal systems. At the Data Quality
Campaign, Director of State Policy and Advocacy
Paige Kowalski points to several examples:
• Today more than 40 states produce a high school
feedback report, showing what percentage of
students go on to a two- or four-year college.

[12]
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COURTESY: LONNIE TAGUE FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATA-DRIVEN LEARNING

Longitudinal data can drill a level deeper, for
instance, by showing how many of these needed
remedial courses upon entering college. “If we
see that they are not being successful in their next
step, then we can ask what we can do better to
prepare them for that next step,” Kowalski said.
• Chicago had been taking a snapshot of performance in the ninth grade to determine whether
students were on track to graduate. But that
was only one part of the picture. By continuing
to track data through 10th and 11th grade, the
school system has been able to keep tabs on those
who drift off course and to offer remediation.
• Longitudinal data also can help to tell a school
system from an early point whether a student will
likely drop out. “Kids drop out one day at a time.
It begins in the first grade. There are indicators
and behavior patterns, whether it is attendance
or test scores or being held back. If you can put
those together through a longitudinal history,
then you can think about how to work with that
child’s unique individual needs,” Kowalski said.
For some, the key word there is “individual.” It
is of value to take an aggregated picture of a school
district’s performance — few would debate the
point. But when it comes to individualized data,
people get squeamish. Some worry that identifiable information could compromise a student’s
right to privacy, or even be used for nefarious
purposes, such as using a high school senior’s identity to secure credit cards and take out loans.
Advocates and practitioners of longitudinal data
say these concerns are largely unfounded, but they
acknowledge that it takes planning and insight to
ensure that such data stays where it ought to be.

privacy as a goal. “They were deliberately created with
this in mind,” said Styles. “In the initial stages, these
data security plans were already being put in place.”
In the vast majority of cases, data is stripped
of identifying content before it is aggregated
into a longitudinal format. Moreover, the people
who hack Target for credit card information may
simply be less interested in breaking the law just
to tap into a fifth-grader’s history test scores.
Nonetheless, state education CIOs say they take
careful steps to ensure privacy. There are many ways
to go about it: Georgia keeps its information in a
hardened data center behind multiple firewalls, in
an encrypted format. For many, though, the privacy
agenda largely comes down to matters of procedure.
Masterson, for example, focuses on role-based
policy, narrowly defining the rights of access to individuals within the system. It can take obvious forms:
Only parents can view their children’s scores, and
they cannot view anyone else’s. But there may also
be subtle distinctions. The principal or the district
may see data from Teacher A or Teacher B, but

THE CHALLENGE IS
IN MAKING SURE THE RIGHT
PEOPLE SEE THE RIGHT DATA.
these teachers cannot view data from each other’s
students. “The challenge is in making sure the right
people see only the right data,” Masterson said.
Looking ahead, some say longitudinal data still
has some distance to travel before it reaches its final
form. Most notably, there is a jurisdictional sticking point, said Brian T. Prescott, director of policy
research at the Western Interstate Commission for
Higher Education, a group that works with multiple
states to leverage the value of longitudinal data.
Education is a state responsibility, and so it is
the states that collect and analyze this crucial data.
There’s a hazard there. “State borders are a hard
and fast line for policy and data,” Prescott said.
“If a student leaves the state, that record gets left
behind. There is lost information in the process.”
To gain the full value of longitudinal analysis, “you have to break through the silos that have
grown up around these data systems,” he said. ¨

A

t the U.S. Department of Education,
Chief Privacy Officer Kathleen
Styles kicks off the discussion with a
point of law, specifically the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). The
law says in essence that student information can’t
be shared without the parent’s written consent.
When it comes to longitudinal studies, data miners must comply with this basic safeguard.
Styles said she gets 12,000 calls and 2,000
emails a year from schools looking for help with
FERPA as well as 300 to 400 complaints from
people who feel the law has been violated.
In general, states do a solid job of securing longitudinal data, she said. That’s because most systems
were constructed fresh, rather than as add-ons to
legacy systems that may not have been built with

adam.stone@newsroom42.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

IT
STARTED
HERE:

RETHINKING & REDEFINING

eGOVERNMENT
eGOVERNMENT HAS EVOLVED from websites to delivering early “core”
online services like driver’s license renewals to now breaking new ground in transactional
services, social media, mobility and security. It has morphed into something broader, more
pervasive and far more ﬂexible than the original concept — and it continues to evolve
based on rapidly changing citizen and business needs.
eGovernment today is fundamentally about delivering citizen and business services
securely — to any mobile device — and making these services more accessible to the
people who need them. There are many “behind the scenes” dimensions that make
eGovernment operate efﬁciently and successfully — but it all starts with the three
foundational elements of security, mobility and transactional services.
Understanding these three key tenets of eGovernment will form a powerful and
robust framework to lead government agencies conﬁdently into the future.

SECURITY

Basic information
online and some
core online services
such as driver’s
license renewals.

TODAY:
Innovative
transactional
services, mobile
apps, social media,
and interactive
and responsive
websites.

MOBILITY

Protecting the information, identities
and payment transactions of users —
while maintaining compliance with
payment card industry standards.

Delivering efﬁcient
government services that work
seamlessly on any device.

eGOVERNMENT

FOUNDATION

TRANSACTIONAL
SERVICES
Completing end-to-end transactions
with government through selfservice platforms and providing a
variety of secure payment options.
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CITIZENS
Unanimous sentiment: Prefer to
interact with state government online.

91%
Online
services
are secure
and safe

88%

50%

Online
services
are easy
to use

Comfortable
using mobile
devices
for online
transactions

GOVERNMENT
EXECUTIVES

BUSINESSES
Unanimous sentiment: Prefer online
as the primary communications channel.

92%

96%
Online
services
save time

Unanimous sentiment:
eGovernment needs to be expanded.

87%

Online
services
are easy
to use

Mission-critical
components:
1. Mobile
2. Security
3. Multichannel
customer
service

eGovernment
makes it easier
to do business
in the state

THE

DRIVERS

THE

KEY COMPONENTS
Essential Elements of Successful eGovernment
› Maintenance/
Enhancements
› Technical
Infrastructure
› Content
Management
› User Engagement
› Design

›
›
›
›
›
›
›

Customer Service
Sustainable Funding
Stafﬁng
Promotion
Market Research
Training/Education
Governance

SOURCES:
SOU
O RCE
RCES
RC
S 20
2013
1 eGovernment
13
G
tP
Perception
t
ti
S
Study:
t d Center
C t for
f Digital
Di it l Government;
G
2013 Business Satisfaction Study: University of Utah

© 2014 e.Republic. All rights reserved.
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Richard McKinney
CIO, U.S. Department
of Transportation

DAVID KIDD

Lessons in
B Y J US TI NE B R O WN
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Five highly regarded
government CIOs share their
secrets to effective leadership.
Theodore Roosevelt said, “The best executive is the one who has sense enough to
pick good [people] to do what [he or she]
wants done, and the self-restraint to keep
from meddling with them while they do it.”
Some of the most highly respected CIOs in
government agree. Giving staff the leeway
to do their jobs and listening to what they
have to say were the traits most often cited
by the five IT leaders we interviewed.
Each of these CIOs has a reputation for
being a strong, successful leader in his
or her organization. Read on to find out
what other keys these CIOs have found to
becoming trailblazers in government IT.
Continued on page 20

Leadership
[ ]

www.public-cio.com 17
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Improving Security in
an All-IP World

Download
a complimentary copy of
the Guide today at
www.govtech.com/IP-networkcybersecurity

Produced by:

In partnership with:
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PUBLIC CIO SPECIAL REPORT

CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING,
COLLABORATING
A RESEARCH REPORT FROM
THE CENTER FOR DIGITAL GOVERNMENT

2014/ISSUE 4

Enterprise IT
Infrastructure
and its Impact
on Government
Technology
Initiatives

Steve Henderson, CIO,
City of Lincoln and
Lancaster County, Nebraska
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The Engine of Government
Business Operations

Running an Agency
Under Pressure

ERVIN PHOTOGRAPHY

What’s Under the Hood?

9

JESSICA MULHOLLAND

3
4
7

12
20

Fine-Tuning Enterprise
Infrastructure

24

Rock-Solid Infrastructure for
Connecting, Consolidating
and Collaborating

Best Practices for
Communicating and Ensuring
Success

16
© 2014 e.REPUBLIC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
100 BLUE RAVINE ROAD, FOLSOM, CA 95630
916.932.1300 PHONE | 916.932.1470 FAX
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INTRODUCTION

THE ENGINE OF GOVERNMENT
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
ERVIN PHOTOGRAPHY

F

or government agencies, improving citizen

This Special Report on Connecting,

services is the name of the game. Citizen and

Consolidating and Collaborating will highlight the

public oﬃcial expectations are higher than

various components of government enterprise IT

ever: better, faster, cheaper delivery, and make it

infrastructure. We will introduce a framework for

anywhere, anytime, via any device.

organizing infrastructure, and examine the impact

In an eﬀort to create eﬃciencies and proactively

of faulty or aging infrastructure on the government

engage citizens, government agencies are

enterprise. We’ll also present case studies that

developing interactive websites, launching social

reveal the solutions and tools some agencies have

media programs, introducing mobile applications

used to ﬁne-tune their enterprise infrastructure.

and automating key processes to eliminate in-oﬃce

Finally, we will highlight the importance of

lines and phone holds. However, the robust

communication and change management with

enterprise IT infrastructure needed to support these

key stakeholders. ¨

new tools is often outdated or not easily scalable.
Enterprise infrastructure is the engine for line-ofbusiness applications, citizen services and internal
government operations. If the engine or any part
of it fails, even the most well-planned and bestdesigned websites, applications and citizen service

When does your organization anticipate needing
to update its IT infrastructure?

initiatives will come crashing to a halt. The public
sector must upgrade, connect and consolidate

45%
21%
1%
18%

their infrastructure before it becomes obsolete and
unable to support collaborative environments.
Upgrading government IT infrastructure
comes with some distinct challenges. Just as
it’s hard for homeowners to see a chunk of their
paychecks go to ﬁx a leaky pipe in the wall, it’s
diﬃcult for taxpayers to justify their money going

IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS
2 TO 5 YEARS OUT
6 TO 10 YEARS OUT
WE HAVE RECENTLY
UPDATED OUR IT
INFRASTRUCTURE

15% OTHER

toward something they can’t see. Even government
employees sometimes view IT infrastructure
changes as something that is happening to them
rather than something of which they are a part.

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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AN ORGANIZATIONAL MODEL

WHAT’S UNDER
THE HOOD?
B

efore we can improve a car’s

developing, managing, operating, maintaining,

performance, we have to understand

administering, monitoring and migrating IT

what’s under the hood. Pop the hood

infrastructure and applications, which can

of the enterprise IT infrastructure and you’ll

extend beyond the physical enterprise.

find the technological building blocks: the

Core enterprise IT infrastructure is

hardware, software, network resources,

the foundation upon which agencies build

services, data and even the IT staff that are

department-speciﬁc solutions, applications

shared across the enterprise to support cross-

and services. Typically, this is all administered

agency information workflow, departmental

through a single set of procedures, often (but

processes and applications, and ultimately, the

not always) through a centralized organization,

agency’s mission. This includes all physical

which allows agencies to focus their scarce

and human resources for engineering,

resources on mission-speciﬁc technology.

Which of the following enterprise IT infrastructure components are the
most critical to the success of your organization?

16%

Network communications (e.g., Internet connectivity, enterprise wired and wireless
LANs, network security, network storage)

10%

Data center (e.g., hosted services, storage, backup and disaster recovery, data center
operations, server virtualization)

10%

End-user computing and IT services (e.g., desktop management, desktop virtualization,
mobile devices, device management)

2% Enterprise applications (e.g., ERP, CRM, oﬃce productivity such as email, word processing, etc.)
63%

All of the above

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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Are you adopting any of the following technologies/strategies to scale and improve
the performance of your IT infrastructure?

23%

Cloud computing

23%

Virtualization

22%
17%
15%
10%

Shared services

Legacy modernization

Software-deﬁned networking/software-deﬁned data centers

Other

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014

A Framework for Organizing
Foundational Technologies

as “soft infrastructure,” to borrow a phrase from
FutureStructure, a sister initiative to Public CIO,

To provide clarity, we have created a

is the underlying model that emphasizes the vital

framework (see page 6) for organizing and

importance of human capital, their ideas, eﬀorts

evaluating enterprise IT infrastructure and

and hard work to modernize and innovate.

understanding its impact on the organization.

Finally, in developing our framework, we

In this model, we divide enterprise technology

considered the growing importance of data to the

infrastructure into four primary groupings: network

government enterprise. All key technology systems

communications, data center technologies,

and infrastructures generate data that can be used

enterprise applications, and end-user

to monitor and improve service and application

computing and IT services. Sixty-three percent

delivery throughout the enterprise. This category

of public sector leaders who responded to the

also includes constituent data.

Center for Digital Government (CDG) survey

We represent data as a sixth category

conducted for this report said most of these

that spans the four technology groups as

technology infrastructure components were

well as the human infrastructure category.

critical to the success of their organization.

Although many governments are plagued

We added a ﬁfth category, IT department

by data silos that prevent the sharing and

and staﬀ, to capture the importance of the

leveraging of data across the enterprise, data

human component in the public sector, which

was included as its own classiﬁcation with an

must compete against the seemingly limitless

eye toward the future when department-speciﬁc

salaries, perks and beneﬁts oﬀered by the private

systems and applications are integrated and

sector. The human infrastructure, also known

enterprise-wide data becomes standard.

[]
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A Complete Technology Arsenal

virtualization and others that are becoming

This is a dynamic, working framework.

as critical as traditional technologies, such

Some technologies belong in more than one

as networking and data center solutions.

category, and the category contents may shift

This framework can help chief information

over time. A dozen years ago, it wouldn’t have

oﬃcers (CIOs) and IT directors reimagine

looked the same.

and redeﬁne their agency’s enterprise IT

Enterprise IT has been blessed — pessimists

infrastructure — as well as provide the tools

might say cursed — with a rapidly changing

to advocate for resources to eﬀectively

arsenal of new technologies capable of quickly

manage and maintain them. Evaluating key

reshaping enterprise workﬂows and economics.

IT infrastructures and analyzing their impact

For example, many of the survey respondents

on the organization can help to identify and

reported adopting new technologies and

prioritize the systems that need upgrading,

business models such as shared services, cloud

develop a modernization plan and decide how

computing and virtualization. Some reported

to distribute ﬁnancial and human resources.

they had embarked on legacy modernization

These categories are by no means silos.

projects and others noted experimenting with

Each grouping and its technology tools

software-deﬁned networking and data centers

aﬀect the government enterprise in diﬀerent

that put them on the cutting edge of networking.

ways, but don’t see it as a checklist. Think

This enterprise IT infrastructure model

of any modernization project as an ongoing

integrates emerging technologies such

process for aligning IT eﬀorts with the

as cloud computing, mobile devices,

agency mission and business strategy. ¨

Enterprise IT Infrastructure Framework
NETWORK
COMMUNICATIONS

DATA CENTER
TECHNOLOGIES

ENTERPRISE
APPLICATIONS

END-USER
COMPUTING AND
IT SERVICES

IT DEPARTMENT
AND STAFF

Infrastructure and Constituent Data
• Internet and network
connectivity
• Community or
regional broadband
• Enterprise wired and
wireless LANs
• Network security
• Network operations
• Network architecture
• Network
convergence
• Voice over IP (VoIP)
• Videoconferencing

• Data center
operations
• Storage and backup
• Disaster recovery
• Servers and server
virtualization
• Hosted, managed
and cloud services

• Enterprise
resource planning
• Customer
relationship
management
• Email
• Database
applications
• Oﬃce productivity
suite
• Document
and content
management

• Computing and
mobile devices
• Desktop and laptop
management
• Desktop
virtualization
• Mobile device
management
• IT asset
management
• End-user computing
security
• IT help desk

• Network designers
and administrators
• System
administrators
• Database
administrators
• Application
developers
• Telecommunications
professionals
• Support staﬀ
• Other technical staﬀ

[6]
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CHALLENGES AND IMPACTS

multiple divisions, departments and bureaus
operate independently, and getting them
to work together is typically a Herculean

RUNNING
AN AGENCY
UNDER
PRESSURE

eﬀort. IT departments are no exception.
For example, the federal Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) has 11 operating
divisions, each carved into multiple institutes,
which in turn are composed of varying units. “It’s
like a fractal — the deeper you go the more complex
you get,” says Bryan Sivak, chief technology
oﬃcer for HHS. “There are a lot of very detailed
operational complexities within the agency.”2
At the IT level, silos result in duplicate
IT infrastructures throughout agencies and
jurisdictions. As a result, agencies are plagued
by multiple ineﬃciencies, including:
•

T

he impact of an outdated IT infrastructure —
whether enterprise, agency or business-unit
speciﬁc — is far-reaching: It touches agency

Low asset utilization due to fragmented
demand and multiple capital assets
having the same function

•

Wasted IT resources on procuring,

technology initiatives, applications, programs,

operating, managing and maintaining

employees and delivery of citizen services.

separate IT systems

The city of Baltimore is all too familiar

•

with the eﬀects of an outdated infrastructure.

YES

Inability to leverage economies of
scale in procurement process

In 2013, it deployed a $1.5 million fabric-

•

Complex procurement processes

based computing infrastructure upgrade

for capital expenditures applied

to help create an infrastructure capable of

to multiple departments

?

st

supporting 21 -century technologies. With 10to 15-year-old switches and servers that were

When Steve Henderson left the state of

near the end of life, the city recognized the

Nebraska’s IT department to become chief

infrastructure needed to be replaced — and fast.1

information oﬃcer for the city of Lincoln and

Running an agency under this kind of

Lancaster County, he found the centralized

pressure can be nerve-wracking. Let’s take

Information Services Department was managing

an in-depth look at some of the challenges

and maintaining a mainframe infrastructure

posed by outdated foundational technologies.

at a signiﬁcant ﬁxed cost, in spite of declining
demand for mainframe services. “We managed

Siloed Departments, Duplicate
Infrastructures, Wasted Resources

the mainframe and billed lines of business for their
use,” says Henderson. “One of the largest users

Government agencies are complicated

decided to handle some of their work internally

organizations. Internally focused policies

and stopped using our mainframe capabilities.

from procurement to budgeting cause silos

But since we still had the same ﬁxed costs, we

to rise around individual lines of business,

would have had to pass along a substantial billing

walling them oﬀ. Within a single agency,

increase to our remaining customers.”3

Has your agency
attempted to deploy
a new technology
or initiative that
failed or proved to
be problematic due
to an inadequate
IT infrastructure?

59% YES
41% NO
SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING
AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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To protect the remaining mainframe
customer base, Henderson and his team solved
the problem by moving to a shared services
model with the state. “We found that we could
switch from a ﬁnancial model with high ﬁ xed
costs to one with variable costs,” he explains.
“Now we buy mainframe services from the
state on a variable cost basis. If we use 10
units of mainframe processing this month and
20 the next month, that’s what we pay for.”

Failing Infrastructures Sabotage
Agency Mission and Reputation
When aging IT infrastructure aﬀects a
government agency’s performance and eﬃciency,
the negative impact is obvious. The failure of
legacy systems can stop an organization in its
tracks and damage its reputation. More commonly,
though, legacy infrastructures don’t fail — they
continue to limp along, limiting eﬀorts to add or
extend services, develop innovative applications,
cut costs or improve employee productivity.
A critical application like email must be
modernized to support government security
requirements and mobility initiatives — those that

Our current IT infrastructure supports all of our
technology initiatives and needs.

12% AGREE
33% SOMEWHAT
AGREE

13% NEUTRAL
22% SOMEWHAT
DISAGREE
To protect the mainframe customer
base, Steve Henderson, CIO for
the city of Lincoln and Lancaster
County, Neb., moved to a shared
services model with the state.

20% DISAGREE
SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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don’t support government security requirements

unequivocally agreed their current IT

can hinder production. For example, the Federal

infrastructure supports all of their technology

Register, the federal government’s daily journal,

initiatives and needs. Nearly 60 percent

can’t accept news from agencies via email because

reported their agency had attempted to

not all federal agencies have adopted secure email

deploy a new technology or initiative that

systems. “The Federal Register Act says that an

failed or proved to be problematic due

agency has to submit the original and two duplicate

to an inadequate IT infrastructure.

originals or two certiﬁed copies,” explains Amy

An outdated infrastructure doesn’t just

P. Bunk, the journal’s director of legal aﬀairs and

aﬀect business operations, it can also slow

policy.4 Submitting physical copies as news stories

down recovery after a disaster. When Charlotte

is not the most eﬃcient means of communication.

County, Fla., took a direct hit from a Category 4

Many agencies can’t aﬀord to migrate to

hurricane in August 2004, its Community

secure email, and Congress hasn’t mandated

Development Department’s aging permitting

it yet, so agencies still send their news by

system failed to keep up with the workload.

courier to the Federal Register on ﬂoppy disks,

“During our recovery, we discovered that a

CD-ROM or paper. Jim Bradley, deputy public

lot of our existing technology was actually

printer for the Government Printing Oﬃ ce, says

making us work harder and slowing down our

federal budget cuts have slowed modernization

recovery,” explains Claire Jubb, the department’s

eﬀorts. “We’ve got to accommodate the

customer service manager. “This experience

funding and everything else,” he says. “Some

was the deciding factor in our search for a

agencies move forward with technology,

new land management software system.”6
The permitting system only kept track of

and that’s great. Other agencies aren’t ready
to go this year, maybe not next year.”

5

permits, and only basic electrical, mechanical,

The Federal Register is hardly alone.

plumbing and residential permits were included.

Only 12 percent of CDG survey respondents

“None of our permitting or management systems

WIKIPEDIA.ORG

When Charlotte
County, Fla., took
a direct hit from a
Category 4
hurricane in
August 2004,
its Community
Development
Department’s aging
permitting system
failed to keep up
with the workload.

[10]
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During our recovery, we discovered that a lot of our existing technology was
“actually
making us work harder and slowing down our recovery. This experience
was the deciding factor in our search for a new land management software system.”
Claire Jubb, Customer Service Manager, Community Development Department, Charlotte County, Florida

were parcel-based or connected to our GIS,

ends support. Parts become more diﬃ cult to

so we couldn’t quickly pull information on a

ﬁnd; the procurement staﬀ turns to eBay.

particular property or parcel,” she continues.

When there is not a governance model

“To do the initial damage assessments, we

supporting shared services, agencies that have

were using spreadsheets and reports from the

the funding will often spend dollars on separate,

permitting database but nothing was linked.

siloed systems instead of pooling their budgets and

We didn’t have a way to access information in

purchasing a single system they’re able to maintain

the ﬁeld. Once we completed the bulk of the

and manage over time. These siloed systems

recovery, we knew we had to change things

often require more resources than an agency has

because we couldn’t face another event like

to sustain. Tax dollars are wasted on duplicative

that with the same systems.”

technologies and freestanding applications, and it’s

Charlotte County solved its problem by

more expensive and time consuming to operate,

migrating to an integrated land management

manage and maintain legacy infrastructure.

system for permitting, planning, code

An aging infrastructure also reduces staﬀ

enforcement, licensing and utilities that

satisfaction and lowers morale. IT staﬀ who

automates workﬂow and enables ﬁeld workers

support legacy technologies have less value in

to use mobile devices. It also launched a

the broader technology industry because their

public-facing Web portal to improve citizen

skills are less marketable. Disgruntled employees

access to land management information.

will underperform or leave, resulting in the loss of

In addition to streamlining the land

valuable intellectual capital.

management process, the new system

Additionally, each new cycle of elected

saves the county and its citizens $6 million

oﬃcials brings more tech-savvy governors,

in ﬂood insurance premiums every year.

leaders and legislators. These decisionmakers expect performance, budget and

Impact on IT: Ineffective
Department, Demoralized Staff

human resource data that often does not exist
in legacy systems. When these expectations

When government enterprises are running

aren’t met, leaders can become frustrated,

on legacy, siloed or duplicate IT infrastructures,

which can lead to a lack of trust in the IT

IT organizations and staﬀ are arguably aﬀected

organization to engage at a strategic level.

the most. They operate slowly and ineﬃ ciently,

On the other hand, new hires lack

and spend more time ﬁghting technology ﬁres

legacy computing and technology skills, so

than developing new applications and services

as employees with skills to manage older

that support the agency’s mission and goals.

technologies age out and retire, it becomes

Infrastructures that need upgrading exhaust

diﬃ cult to replace them. And the task of

agency technology budgets. The vendor stops

recruiting, hiring and keeping new employees

releasing product upgrades; soon, the products

becomes increasingly diﬃ cult for governments
with obsolete enterprise infrastructure. ¨

are discontinued. Eventually, the vendor

[ ]
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SOLUTIONS AND TOOLS

FINE-TUNING ENTERPRISE
INFRASTRUCTURE
F

orty-ﬁve percent of government leaders

Texas completed most of its IP convergence in

surveyed reported a need to update the

2013, migrating approximately 5,000 voice circuits

components of their IT infrastructure in the

over a two-year period. Previously, the state ran

next year. The following section highlights some

voice over a mix of legacy wireline networks. “[The

of the technologies they’re using to upgrade

migration to IP] was a complex task when you

enterprise infrastructure.

look at all the diﬀerent conﬁgurations the agencies
had,” says Hoﬀman. “There was a smorgasbord of

Dethroning the King
of Legacy Infrastructures

solutions out there.”7
A converged IP network has allowed the

The wireline telephone network is perhaps the

state of Michigan to revolutionize its call centers

king of legacy infrastructures. But as consumers

to enhance service delivery. It allows state call

abandon their landlines for mobile devices, wireline

centers to integrate functionalities such as phone,

networks are becoming obsolete. All of the major

email, instant messaging, Web collaboration

carriers are planning to migrate from wireline to IP

and customer relationship management (CRM),

and mobile technologies within the next decade.

providing callers with a variety of channels for

This seismic shift is one of the primary reasons
governments are upgrading their traditional

getting information.
“In our call centers, the IP network enables

networking infrastructures, which currently consist

us to use a CRM-type system in the back end to

of a patchwork of technologies and network types

provide agents with an integrated single view of

such as private and public; packet-based or circuit-

every citizen interaction,” explains Rod Davenport,

switched; copper, ﬁber, wireless, mobile and

chief technology oﬃcer for the state of Michigan.

satellite; and voice, video and data. A converged

“If the dialogue started with an online chat, then

Internet protocol (IP)-based network consolidates

moved to a phone call, then to an email — we have

and carries all types of data, voice and video traﬃc.

it all available so we can see the total interaction
with the person.”8

“We’ve been working for the past two years

Many jurisdictions are relying on Metro

to move our agencies from legacy networks,
driven by the knowledge that they’re going away,”

Ethernet to replace aging T1 lines; connect

explains John Hoﬀman, director of communication

multiple locations; and carry converged data,

technology services for the Texas Department of

voice and video services. For example, the city

Information Resources (DIR). “We’re very clear with

of San Clemente, Calif., recently abandoned T1

agencies on the consequences if they choose to

in favor of a ﬁber optic Ethernet ring. The city’s

remain [on legacy networks].”

existing wide area network (WAN) infrastructure

[12]
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was no longer able to handle the daily demands
of its eight branch oﬃces.

“Using a ﬁnancial management shared service
provider will help agencies reduce the risk of new

Eight T1 lines connected the remote sites to

system implementations, allow for faster and less

city hall. They were operating at close to capacity,

expensive technological innovation, provide long-

slowing Internet access and causing email

term cost savings, and meet government-wide

problems, among other issues. And because

requirements and deadlines,” wrote Oﬃce of

the T1 circuits connected the branches to city

Management and Budget Deputy Director for

hall, the remote sites crashed whenever city hall

Management Beth Cobert and Treasury’s Fiscal

experienced an outage.

Assistant Secretary Dick Gregg in a blog post. “As

The ﬁber optic Ethernet ring eliminated city

a result of these improvements, agencies will be

hall as the network hub and a single point of fail-

able to focus more of their resources and leader-

ure. All of the branch sites communicate directly.

ship attention on mission-based programs.”12
CIO Henderson says the city of Lincoln and

Now that San Clemente has modernized its telecommunications infrastructure, it’s able to add

Lancaster County have developed a mutually

new services and applications, including a faster

beneﬁcial relationship with the state of Nebraska

website that features streaming video. “Because

based on sharing infrastructure and services.

of the ﬁber ring’s large capacity, as the city’s band-

Besides mainframe services, the entities share

width requirements continue to grow, there should

ﬁber networks and an enterprise content

be no issue with future bandwidth limitations,” says

management (ECM) application — in this case, the

Brian Brower, information systems analyst. “We will

state provides the mainframe and ECM services

be set for years to come.”9

to the city and county. “The state is my cloud. But
it’s a public sector cloud,” he says. “The state’s

Eliminating Duplication with Shared and
Collaborative Infrastructures

mainframe and its implementation of ECM is

The Obama administration’s focus on shared
solutions has led to progress in streamlining
government services, cutting waste and

What percentage of your annual IT budget goes toward
updating, managing and maintaining your IT infrastructure?

duplication, saving taxpayer dollars and driving
eﬃciencies across organizations. At all levels,
particularly in federal and state governments, much

20%
21%
13%
26%

progress has been made in terms of centralizing
IT organizations and developing mechanisms for
sharing infrastructures and applications.
For example, since its 2013 directive10 requiring
agencies to migrate to shared ﬁnancial management

1-3% OF BUDGET
4-6% OF BUDGET
7-10% OF BUDGET
MORE THAN

systems for general ledger, funds management,

10% OF BUDGET

cost management, accounts payable, accounts

20% WE CURRENTLY DO NOT

receivable and other core accounting functions,

HAVE ANY MONEY TO
ALLOCATE TO OUR IT
INFRASTRUCTURE

four shared services providers — the departments
of Interior, Treasury, Transportation and Agriculture
— have been approved to provide ﬁnancial
management services to federal agencies.11

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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IT is maturing, and as we do, we’re losing the idea that you have to own all your own boxes.
“That
thinking is declining. IT is becoming a utility like electricity. When you plug the electrical cord
in the outlet, you want the lamp to turn on. You don’t care where the electricity comes from. IT is
evolving to that model. You don’t care where the data center is — you just want it to work.”
Steve Henderson, CIO, City of Lincoln and Lancaster County, Nebraska

premise-based — it’s four blocks down the street

consortium of 7 counties and the cities of Annapolis

in the state data center.”

and Baltimore that is planning to lay approximately

For ﬁber networks, the sharing shoe is

1,000 miles of new ﬁber and incorporate it with

on the other foot. The state Division of Motor

2,400 miles of existing ﬁber. The goal is to provide

Vehicles (DMV) oﬃces in Lincoln relied on a

an aﬀordable alternative to broadband access for

very sluggish network infrastructure that made it

1.8 million households, 71,000 businesses, 450 K-12

hard to do business with citizens. But the city of

schools, 200 government facilities, 15 community

Lincoln owns and maintains a lot of ﬁber, so the

colleges, 6 other institutions of higher learning, 40

organizations devised a way to extend Lincoln’s

libraries and 2 health care providers across a 4,200

ﬁber infrastructure to state DMV facilities.

square mile area.13
“Our leased circuits were expensive, and they

“They went from a slow and antiquated access
technology to a ﬁber infrastructure, which was

couldn’t provide the high availability needed to

a dramatic improvement,” explains Henderson.

support our emergency services personnel and

“The employees enjoy better responsiveness and
productivity, and DMV customers are happier too.”
Just as the state bills Henderson for the

The city of Lincoln, Neb., extended its
ﬁber infrastructure to state DMV facilities,
improving productivity and customer service.

city of Lincoln and Lancaster County’s use of
its mainframe system and ECM application,
Henderson bills the state for its use of Lincoln’s
ﬁber networks.
“In general I intend to continue to exercise this
shared services/infrastructure concept among the
state, city and county because we can do more things
together than we can alone,” he says. “IT is maturing,
and as we do, we’re losing the idea that you have to
own all your own boxes. That thinking is declining. IT
is becoming a utility like electricity. When you plug the
electrical cord in the outlet, you want the lamp to turn
on. You don’t care where the electricity comes from.
IT is evolving to that model. You don’t care where the
Collaborative solutions require more
involvement on behalf of multiple entities, and
usually involve the pooling of ﬁnancial resources and
division of management responsibilities. Maryland’s
Inter-County Broadband Network (ICBN) is a

FLICKR/OMAR BÁRCENA

data center is — you just want it to work.”

[14]
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other mission-critical applications,” says Chris

upgrades, it’s also improving access to high-

Merdon, CIO of Howard County. “The fact that local

quality health care. Through a pilot program creat-

anchor institutions, businesses and residents had

ed in partnership with the University of Maryland

limited access to bandwidth also held the county

Medical System, students at ﬁve Howard County

back in terms of attracting large businesses to the

elementary schools will have access to a full-time

area and creating jobs for local people.”14

pediatrician via video so parents no longer need
to take time oﬀ for routine doctors’ appointments.15

Compared to the cost of previous legacy
leased line technology, ICBN is saving taxpayers

Increasing the Use of Cloud

$30 million annually. The ICBN network is

Cloud-based applications, infrastructures

predicted to have a 20-year lifespan and pay for
itself in half that time. It’s funded with the help of

and platforms have gained tremendous traction

a Broadband Technology Opportunities Program

in federal and state government, and their use is

(BTOP) grant.

increasing in local government. Cloud-based tech-

ICBN will ensure constant broadband access

nologies are quick to implement and garner early

for emergency teams and other government

positive results that may not have been available

employees, and the partners can use the network

through government-hosted applications. Many

to drive economic development and job initiatives.

governments are bringing these into the applica-

It’s enabling school districts to meet the state

tion inventory to respond to citizen services.
“My mantra is that cloud is not a product, it’s

connectivity targets of 1 gigabyte of bandwidth
for every 700 students by 2020. By making these

a philosophy,” says Miguel Gamiño, Jr., acting
CIO for the city and county of San Francisco
and executive director of the Department of
Technology. “It’s an approach to service delivery,
not a SKU (identiﬁcation code). Philosophically,
the purpose of the cloud is to consolidate and
share iron and infrastructure.”16
Gamiño’s team is wrapping up the
implementation of a major cloud project — the
migration of all of the city and county’s 28,000
government users to the enterprise version of a
popular productivity suite, which includes word
processing, spreadsheet, presentation, email,
instant messaging and other applications, as
well as Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) versions of
server platforms and a cloud storage service that
provides each user with a terabyte of storage.
Gamiño’s colleague Vijay Sammeta, the CIO
for the city of San Jose, also recently migrated to
the same oﬃce productivity suite. “This move was
a long time coming as we were upgrading from a
10-year-old version. Back then, productivity meant
showing up at the oﬃce and spending eight hours.
The technology mirrored the times,” says Sammeta.

[ ]
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JESSICA MULHOLLAND

Miguel Gamiño, Jr., acting CIO for the city
and county of San Francisco and executive
director of the Department of Technology,
is in the ﬁnal stages of migrating all of
the city and county’s 28,000 government
users to the cloud-based enterprise
version of a popular productivity suite.

[16]
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“Now it’s a more mobile environment. Our employ-

capture — 500 cameras, capturing and storing 20

ees are not necessarily the most productive at their

to 25 frames per second and you have in one week

desks — they’re out in the community. By putting

700 terabytes of data. Our current storage area

this functionality in the cloud, we help them stay

network has a capacity of 40 terabytes.”18

connected and productive and change the way

Implementing Infrastructure
that Enables the Mobile Agency

they collaborate.”17
Moving to the cloud helped Sammeta’s

Enabling the mobile workforce continues to

department recover from downturn-driven
staﬃng cuts. The city’s IT department currently

be a top priority for government CIOs. By providing

employs about 40 technical employees;

access to key applications and data from wherever

Sammeta said that when he joined the city in

they happen to be, mobility initiatives allow staﬀ to

2002, there were about 100 more. “For example,

telecommute and improve productivity.
Successful mobility initiatives depend

we only had one person to manage our email
servers and now he can be more eﬃcient and

on the health of a number of key enterprise

shift to other activities,” he says.

infrastructure components that cross all

Another early adopter of cloud-based oﬃce

categories in our framework. Based on existing
technologies, priorities, objectives, vendor

productivity software, Jack Belcher, CIO and
director of Arlington County, Va.’s Department
of Technology Services, says, “Cloud-based
infrastructures are transformative from a
budgetary standpoint. You’re moving from capital
expenditures to operating expenditures, so all you
have to do is sign a subscription agreement. This is
a utility that we want to invest in.”

My mantra is that cloud is not a product, it’s a
“philosophy.
Philosophically, the purpose of the cloud
is to consolidate and share iron and infrastructure.”
Miguel Gamiño, Jr., Acting CIO for the City and County of San Francisco and
Executive Director of the Department of Technology

Belcher says the cloud-based tools are
extremely popular among county employees

relationships and cost, an agency may need

because they extend their mobility, untethering staﬀ

to invest in new or upgraded systems such as

from their oﬃces to provide services in the ﬁeld. He

desktop virtualization, Internet and wireless

acknowledges there are challenges but is willing to

LAN access, mobile applications, network and

take the bad with the good. “The downside is that

endpoint security, mobile device and application

we don’t control it, so when there’s an email outage

management, cloud computing, IT help desk, IT

we have to wait for someone else to take care of it,”

support staﬀ, and of course, computing devices

he says. “The upside is also that we don’t control it.

such as laptops, tablets and mobile phones.
For example, IT departments may need to

We don’t have to worry about upgrading or maintaining it, and that’s huge. Everyone is on the same

consider “mobilizing” mission-critical legacy

version and we have an army behind us ensuring

applications. This could mean scrapping a

the services are running at top performance that is

10- or 20-year-old application in favor of a

scalable and resilient. We built a new network oper-

cloud-based or more modern on-premises

ations center ﬁve or six years ago and it’s already

version, or developing application interfaces for

being challenged in terms of its future capacity.

mobile devices and networks. Mobile device

With the cloud, that’s somebody else’s problem

management (MDM) tools are a “no-brainer” for

and that will become a real problem with the Inter-

managing mobile devices, data and applications.

net of Things. Think of this just with regard to video

These easy-to-use applications help IT staﬀ

[ ]
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remotely manage, protect and support mobile

across multiple organizations. Non-integrated data

devices, applications and data.

across organizations that work together can lead

Fairfax County, Va., one of the largest counties
in the U.S., implemented a desktop virtualization

to failures in eﬃciency, transparency, security and
compliance eﬀorts.

solution that enables employees to telecommute,

For example, 10 years ago, the Missouri

work from the ﬁeld or easily switch among multiple

Department of Revenue (DOR) had nearly 120

devices. The virtualization solution delivers the

systems for processing various taxes. The systems

same secure desktop, applications and services to

didn’t communicate, and the state couldn’t view the

each employee, regardless of location or device.

complete proﬁle of a single taxpayer. Employees

The virtual desktop environment has saved

had to manually print large paper reports and

Fairfax County taxpayers millions of dollars by

visually check whether taxpayers were not

reducing operational expenses and increasing

reporting or underreporting income — a tedious

eﬃciencies across the county. For example,

task prone to inaccuracies.

because desktop virtualization extends the life

To solve the problem, DOR deployed enter-

of PCs, the county can save $2.5 million each

prise data warehouse technology that integrated

year by avoiding the cost of refreshing them.

internal data and matched it with data from outside

And by enabling the county to introduce a cloud

sources, such as the Internal Revenue Service and

computing solution to host services for its cities

other state departments. DOR was able to create

and towns, desktop virtualization is providing a

a holistic view of each taxpayer, and enable staﬀ

new income stream.19

to run queries to identify non-compliant taxpayers.

Putting employee devices in the ﬁeld requires

Employees have become more productive and the

higher levels of security, so Fairfax County deployed
an enterprise-class suite of security tools designed

department operates more eﬃciently.
Within three years, Missouri recovered nearly

to protect the servers and client endpoints. The soft-

$21 million of unpaid and underreported taxes.

ware suite includes advanced anti-virus and anti-

“The [data] warehouse not only paid for itself, but

spam protection; content ﬁltering that identiﬁes

it has provided us with a new budget line item

and controls the ﬂow of sensitive data; Web gate-

of revenue that will come into the state coﬀers,”

way security that protects against malicious soft-

says Jim Brentlinger, administrator of the Taxation

ware, spyware, botnets, viruses, malware and other

Bureau at DOR.21
“This is actual money the state has received

threats; and rapid data and system recovery.

and can add to the budget,” says Brentlinger. “With-

“We can centrally manage endpoint security
for all the endpoints in the county,” says Platform

out the [data] warehouse, we probably would not

Technology Director Jeﬀ Porter. “We have

have ever retrieved these funds, since we were

centralized reporting. We’ve turned on device

unaware the money was due to the state.”22

control to block USB storage devices in certain

Maintaining the Human Infrastructure

situations. [The security tools are] helping us
mitigate risk while remaining ﬂexible.”

20

Recruiting, hiring and retaining talented
system, application and network administrators,

Integrating Data Across the
Enterprise to Improve Performance

telecommunications professionals and other IT staﬀ
are essential to the success of government IT. This

Legacy enterprise IT infrastructure creates

human or soft infrastructure can be upgraded via

application and data silos that can’t be integrated

new hires, refreshing the skills of current personnel

and prevent the agency from leveraging data

or revamping the departmental organization.

[18]
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In my department, we’ve moved from static bi-annual reclassiﬁcations to
“arewarded.
dynamic pay-for-performance salary structure; when you perform you are
If you are not performing you see diminished pay increases.”
Jack Belcher, CIO and Director, Arlington County Department of Technology Services, Virginia

As noted previously, it’s tough for government

and they hit the ground running. They’re not getting

agencies to compete against the private sector for

coﬀee and making copies,” says CIO Belcher.

employees. And as more and more Baby Boomers

“We’re recruiting our fourth group right now. It’s

reach retirement age, hiring younger workers will

been an amazing success.”

be an imperative. Recent statistics released by the

“The interns have the opportunity to stay —

federal Oﬃce of Personnel Management revealed

some take it, some don’t. But even the ones that

the percentage of federal employees under age 30

don’t stay say they learned a lot and enjoyed the

hit an 8-year low last year — just 7 percent. That’s

experience,” Belcher continues. “The biggest

compared with approximately 25 percent in

compliment is that they recommend the program

private industry.23

to their friends. That ensures we have a pipeline of

San Francisco’s Gamiño competes for talent

talented future employees to choose from.”

with Silicon Valley’s well-heeled private sector.

DTS breaks the traditional model by re-setting

“Even if I can sell the concept of working in public

hiring expectations. “Some young people might be

service, it takes too long to get them on board,” he

afraid to take a public sector job because there’s an

explains. “It’s not the HR department’s fault, it’s just

impression that when you work in government, you’re

the nature of the beast. We in the public sector have

expected to stay forever and collect your retirement,”

to get together and try to reshape that beast.”

Belcher explains. “We tell them up front they don’t

To overcome hiring challenges, Gamiño is

have to stay for the long term unless it’s working out

enthusiastic about retraining existing IT staﬀ to

for them. We’re going to give them something exciting

support new initiatives. “We need to be very aware

to do and if they decide to leave, it’s okay.”

of the need to retool existing talent,” he continues.

Another way DTS deals with hiring challenges is

“We need to retrain and repurpose the good

to rely on contractors, but with a twist. “We empower

people we already have. Give them the opportunity

the contractor to take ownership of the project,” says

to create their ‘2.0 career.’ They won’t all step up

Belcher. “In some agencies, employees look down on

to it, but many of them will.”

contractors, but in our department, you can’t tell the

“Take the example of VoIP. Many people

diﬀerence between the two groups. They assume an

think it can only be handled by network

appropriate level of ownership and responsibility to

engineers,” Gamiño says. “But when you’re

achieve the goals we have established.”

moving oﬀ of traditional phone systems, the

Belcher says DTS made performance and

telecom staﬀ need to be retrained to step up to

pay scale changes to compete with the private

VoIP. They have valuable skills and knowledge.

sector. “In my department, we’ve moved from static

In some cases, some who were going to retire

bi-annual reclassiﬁcations to a dynamic pay-for-

may choose to stay and retrain.”

performance salary structure; when you perform

Arlington County’s DTS instituted changes to

you are rewarded. If you are not performing you

make serving in government IT more appealing.

see diminished pay increases,” he notes. “The

DTS developed an intern program in partnership

result: We have very few poor performers and
that’s where we’re diﬀerent.” ¨

with local colleges. “We pay a competitive salary

[ ]
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FLICKR/MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

Gov. Rick Snyder’s
involvement in the
Michigan cyber security
initiative went beyond
mere support — he had
a vested interest in its
success. In 2011, he
held a press conference
where he shared his
personal experience
with identity theft.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

BEST PRACTICES
FOR
COMMUNICATING
AND ENSURING SUCCESS
T

he IT experts we interviewed for this report

Henderson. “The key to success is communi-

repeatedly emphasized the importance

cating well about goals and expectations, and

of change management and communica-

being a positive voice of change, especially where

tion to constituents, employees, elected oﬃcials,

there’s a fear of the unknown. If you pay attention

agency leaders and any other key stakeholders

and listen to the customers and other stakeholders

who may be impacted by changes to the enter-

in advance, they can be very forgiving if you make

prise infrastructure.

any missteps down the road.”

“Managing the psychology of change is

By and large, the majority of the government

what makes or breaks a technology project,

leaders who participated in the CDG survey also

says the city of Lincoln and Lancaster County’s

understand the importance of communication.

[20]
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Before updating your IT infrastructure or deploying a new technology initiative, with which
stakeholders do you communicate the proposed change?

74%
61%
48%
FLICKR/MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

15%
11%
2%

Agency leadership

IT staﬀ

Agency personnel (end users)

Citizens

Other

None

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014

However when you look behind the numbers,

tools, therefore vesting them in the outcome.

there are some glaring omissions. For example,

“We brought people into the processes of

only 15 percent communicate proposed infra-

selection, analysis and testing. We have super

structure changes with the citizens whose tax

users and expert users in all of the diﬀerent

dollars fund most of their initiatives. Fifty-two

areas,” she explains. “This helped them under-

percent don’t inform agency end users of

stand the system and sell it to their colleagues

infrastructure changes, and 39 percent don’t

and our constituents. They were our biggest

communicate with their IT staﬀ.

ambassadors.”
When the department outﬁ tted its building

Change is Good: Vesting the End User in
Departmental Success

inspectors with tablets, Jubb expected that some

When discussing Charlotte County’s new

adjusting to the new workﬂow. “We’re giving them

long-term employees might have a hard time

land management system, Jubb, of the Commu-

a tablet and they don’t know how to use a touch-

nity Development Department, said one of her

screen,” she says. “You have to have the mindset

biggest challenges was getting employee buy-in.

that you’re not going to force them to stop their

“Our staﬀ had been using the same systems and

old behaviors, but instead, ﬁgure out the best way

workﬂow for 20 years,” she says. “People have to

to reach them.”

understand change is good and that it might be a

How did Jubb solve the problem? With Candy

short-term inconvenience to learn something new,

Crush. “We downloaded Candy Crush, taught them

but it’s a long-term improvement.”

how to play it, and told them to play it as much as

Jubb’s department got key users involved in
the process of selecting new land management

they wanted to,” she elaborates. “They took it home
and the next thing you know, they’re playing with

[ ]
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their grandkids. This way, they were able to learn

Henderson explained some of his

about apps in a non-threatening way.”

techniques for getting clear and steadfast

Now the county’s building inspectors

executive sponsorship.

are using a building inspection app and

“For the city, I attend the mayor’s cabinet

communicating from the ﬁeld via video. “When

meeting and have direct access to the mayor and

they ﬁrst got the tablet they were bugging

his directors and staﬀ,” he says. “I explain our

me about not having paper copies, and now

plans and address their concerns at that level.

they’re bugging me about not having enough

And during certain times of the year, we have town

connectivity in the ﬁeld,” she says. “They’ve

hall meetings where we invite technical represen-

really adapted to it. They understand the

tatives of these organizations and we have

eﬃciency beneﬁ ts and want to make it work.”

informal conversations. So we’re communicating
at both the policy level and technical level.”

Educate Leaders to Create
Changemakers

“On the county side, I participate in the
management team with the county directors,

Agency leaders’ involvement must go beyond

board members, elected oﬃ cials and technical

mere support. They should be personally vested

representatives,” he continues. “It’s a pretty tradi-

in driving change, pay constant attention to the

tional model based on personal interactions.”

process and outcomes, and be the public face

There are variations, Henderson says,

of the change. For example, when the state

including one-on-one discussions with directors.

of Michigan launched a major cyber security

CIO Belcher notes how critical building a ﬁnan-

initiative in 2011, Gov. Rick Snyder led a press

cial case is when recruiting agency leaders and

conference, sharing with attendees his personal

public oﬃcials to your cause. Beyond moving to

experiences of identity theft and being a victim of

a cloud-based productivity software suite, the

cyber crime. 24

county has tackled many large infrastructure projects, including ConnectArlington, a ﬁber-optic
network that will support education, emergency

“

The status quo thrives in an
atmosphere of ambiguity. Executive
sponsorship has to be strong, clear,
steadfast and committed.”

management and other government use. The
county decided to build its own ﬁber network
when it was time to renew the contract with its
longtime service provider, which started charging

Miguel Gamiño, Jr., Acting CIO for the City and
County of San Francisco and Executive Director of
the Department of Technology

fees for what had once been a free service.
Arlington County was able to leverage
several already-planned, internally and externally
funded projects to dig up the streets to lay ﬁber,

San Francisco’s Gamiño says, “The status

which helped Belcher make a solid ﬁnancial case

quo thrives in an atmosphere of ambiguity.

to agency leaders. “I’m fortunate to have a board

Executive sponsorship has to be strong, clear,

and county manager that can see the value of a

steadfast and committed.”

long-term investment,” he says. “I told them: ‘If

“If the direction is unambiguous and expec-

you compare the cost to pay the service provider

tations are clear, then you’ll be surprised at how

versus build our own on the short term, go with

easy it is to accomplish change,” he adds. “It’s not

the service provider. But if you can look past that

that you have to use a hammer. But they have to

and see the value of the long-term investment,
let’s build our own.’” ¨

know where the hammer will fall if it ever falls.”

[22]
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5 Best Practices for Change Management
Based on our conversations with infrastructure vendors and the public sector, we’ve
developed some best practices for handling change management and communication
for infrastructure upgrade projects.
Communicate the strategy, process and end goal. A shared collective vision of
the outcome is important. Everyone should understand the strategy, process, timeline
and deliverables. Clearly explain the end goal and expected beneﬁts of an upgrade to key
stakeholders. Develop an ongoing process and schedule for communicating updates.
Deﬁne success and measure success along the way.

1

Start with a pilot. Don’t go big in the beginning. Instead of rolling out a massive
upgrade to the department of transportation, start with the water commission. Or ask
vendors to participate in setting up a test bed to try out different solutions and technologies.
A larger rollout will be an easier sell with a successful pilot to back it up.

2

Allocate appropriate IT staff. Create an integrated team composed of IT staff as
well as other departments. Enlist your most imaginative and innovative staff to
spearhead the project. And dedicate the right amount of IT staff to support every stage of
the upgrade/deployment. If you’re short staffed, bring in consultants. Otherwise, some areas
may be neglected or tasks may be botched, causing stress and creating suspicion throughout
the agency.

3

Be transparent. People fear the unknown and dislike change. If you plan to
outsource a service, employees will worry about losing their jobs. Address all
potential unknowns up front so fears don’t fester and grow. Measure and share results
broadly — this can help prevent success being redeﬁned at the end. Transparency shows
citizens how their tax dollars are being spent, and helps them understand why processes
are changing.

4

Celebrate victories. As you move through the various deployment phases and
successfully reach planned milestones, communicate and celebrate these successes
with agency leaders and end users, as well as citizens and elected ofﬁcials. Gather data and
publish metrics on these successes to bolster your case.

5

[ ]
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CONCLUSION

ROCK-SOLID
INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING
AND COLLABORATING

A

s governments move forward with key

agencies, helping to eliminate silos and

technology programs for improving citizen

improving communication and collaboration

services and streamlining government

not just among IT departments, but across the

operations, it’s important to give enterprise IT

enterprise as a whole.

infrastructure the attention it needs to support

Just as a community, city, state or nation can’t

new workﬂows, processes and technologies.

function without roads and power, it also can’t

Without a robust infrastructure to serve as a

thrive without reliable government applications,

rock-solid foundation, innovative new services

services and the infrastructure that supports them.

such as interactive websites, streaming video,

But if stakeholders don’t understand the beneﬁ ts

social media, mobility initiatives and automation

of foundational enterprise technologies, they may

will sputter at best and fail at worst.

see infrastructure upgrades as a case of deploying

By upgrading key enterprise infrastructure

technology for technology’s sake.

components before they reach obsolescence,

It’s clear that a modern and well-maintained

government agencies can create the connected,

enterprise IT infrastructure is just as essential

consolidated IT environments that allow collabora-

to the business of government as other public

tion to ﬂourish. Upgrading and sharing the enter-

infrastructures and should be positioned as

prise IT infrastructure creates bridges between

such by government IT and agency leaders. ¨

53% FUNDING
14% LACK OF QUALIFIED

What is
the primary
challenge to
updating your IT
infrastructure?

STAFF/RESOURCES

13% LEADERSHIP BUY-IN
10% PROCUREMENT PROCESS
10% OTHER

SOURCE: CDG CONNECTING, CONSOLIDATING AND COLLABORATING RESEARCH SURVEY, 2014
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CONNECTING WITH
THOUGHT LEADERS
IT is maturing, and as we do, we’re losing the idea that you have to own all your own boxes. That thinking is
declining. IT is becoming a utility like electricity. When you plug the electrical cord in the outlet, you want the lamp
to turn on. You don’t care where the electricity comes from. IT is evolving to that model. You don’t care where the
data center is — you just want it to work.” Steve Henderson, CIO, City of Lincoln and Lancaster County, Nebraska

“

To be more efficient and innovate, governmental
organizations should be thinking about data and analytics
in a different way. By integrating data and analytic
insights into the decision-making process and creating an
operational infrastructure to consistently roll out these
decisions, governments can create a more proactive and
efficient process for predicting constituent behavior and
improving corresponding services.”

“

Change is always stressful. Successful change
management is the key to successful change,
and communicating your plans, objectives and
intentions in advance is the foundation of successful
change management. Pursue the principle of least
astonishment. You don’t want to surprise the
IT organization, the agencies you’re supporting,
constituents or the governing body.”

Benjamin Baer, Senior Director, FICO

Sam Harris, Director for Cyber Security and Enterprise Risk Management, Teradata

We now live in a digital first world, where citizens
expect to deal with government organizations in the same
way as they do commercial. Technology like mobile, social
and big data not only helps government organizations
meet these expectations but also exceed them by supporting
a more proactive and open form of government.”

IT often focuses on the ideal end state; that is, the end
goal of an infrastructure initiative. But the transition
state is just as important. The transition state can either
be disruptive or supportive of the end state. To achieve
the ideal end state, you have to understand the current
state and figure out how to get from point A to point B
with minimum disruption.”

“

“

“

David Moody, Global VP Government and Public Sector Practice, Verint

Wayne Crolley, Director of Global Business Development, AT&T Uniﬁed Communications
Center of Excellence

I’m fortunate to have a board and county manager
that can see the value of a long-term investment … I told
them: ‘If you compare the cost to pay the service provider
versus build our own on the short term, go with the
service provider. But if you can look past that and see the
value of the long-term investment, let’s build our own.’”

“

Smarter, next century infrastructure helps
government deliver better service to its constituents
without drastic increases in expense. In fact,
consolidating networks and making use of modern
software tools returns vast efficiencies and reduced
operating expense.”

Jack Belcher, CIO and Director, Arlington County Department of Technology Services, Virginia

Chris Janson, Sr. Market Manager, Public Sector, Ciena

If the direction is unambiguous and expectations
are clear, then you’ll be surprised at how easy it is to
accomplish change.”

“

SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

“

Miguel Gamiño, Jr., Acting CIO, City and County of San Francisco, and Executive Director,
Department of Technology

[ ]
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: COX BUSINESS

Out with the Old, In with the New:
Replacing Legacy Networks

L

Cox Business is a proactive partner working
to improve your agency’s business operations
through a reliable network. Proving its reliability
and secure Networking Services, Cox Business
was recently awarded the Carrier Ethernet (CE)
2.0 certiﬁcation from the Metro Ethernet Forum
(MEF). When compared to industry expectations,
Cox Business outperformed nearly all other similar
service providers.

egacy networks can be unreliable and costly
to maintain. Old, outdated networks and private
lines can cause delays in productivity and
eﬃciency. Additionally, legacy networks often do not
meet current compliance and security regulations —
leaving agencies vulnerable to cyber attacks.
Cox Business provides Networking Services
to help government organizations move to
a secure, updated, scalable network. Cox
Business can help your organization achieve
everything on its network wish list, including:

This third-party validation proves Cox Metro Ethernet
is industry compliant and demonstrates its ability to
drive CE standards forward.

• Increasing capacity to connect
multiple locations

Cox Business makes the unique needs of each of its
customers a No.1 priority. Oﬀering support 24/7/365,
clients receive a dedicated account team to oversee
all technological needs. Cox Business is a proactive
partner working to improve your agency’s business
operations through a reliable network. No matter what
your current network environment is, Cox Business
can help take your connectivity to the next level.

• Supporting complex applications
and downloads

Sponsored Content

• Improving productivity and user interfaces
• Providing ﬂexible, scalable bandwidth
• Saving costs

To learn more, visit: www.coxbusiness.com/government
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: TERADATA

Big Data Analytics Aid in the
Fight Against Cyber Attacks
D

ata breaches and other cyber attacks
are growing in number and becoming
increasingly sophisticated. A recent research
study conducted by the Ponemon Institute
indicates cyber attacks are getting worse, but
only 20 percent of IT professionals believe
their organization is effective at preventing
them. For state and local government
agencies, which often store and protect
personally identifiable public data and other
highly sensitive information, the risk of an
attack is even greater.

Teradata offers new tools to help effectively
manage big data, which enables governments
to stay ahead of threats. Teradata’s big data
analytics tools assist with:
 Obtaining actionable insights
 Handling multiple, diverse and overlapping
layers of both structured and unstructured data
 Maximizing resource efficiency and
improving secure collaboration
 Avoiding data redundancy and improving
data quality
 Improving end results for government
agencies and citizens

Sponsored Content

Big data analytics can help government
agencies analyze, predict and mitigate cyber
attacks. Sixty percent of IT professionals in
the Ponemon Institute study recognize the
value of big data analytics in addressing cyber
risk. Additionally, 82 percent of respondents
reported a desire for big data analytics to be
combined with anti-virus and anti-malware
to make their organizations more secure.
Increasing awareness about the capability
of these solutions is necessary to protect
government and citizen data.

In order to protect confidential data,
government agencies need advanced cyber
security solutions. Teradata can provide the
tools your agency needs to analyze, predict
and avoid a costly data breach. When your
agency knows more, it can do more to stay
ahead of cyber attacks.
To learn more, please download the
Ponemon Institute Big Data Analytics in
Cyber Defense report.1

1. https://site.teradata.com/Microsite/Ponemon/LP/.ashx

What would you do if you knew?™
Teradata and the Teradata logo are registered trademarks of Teradata Corporation and/or its affiliates in the U.S.
and worldwide. MC8518-1014
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SMART CITIES
NEED SMART NETWORKS
> Packet networking offers flexibility and ease of
connection for smarter healthcare, education and
essential services
> 100G optical technology delivers high capacity
connectivity for optimized government services
> Application-driven, on-demand networks help
agencies consolidate operations, reduce cost and
improve citizen service
Visit us at www.ciena.com/government
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT:: AT&T

Infrastructure for the Future:

IP Transformation

overnment agencies are exploring ways to make their
networks leaner and more eﬃcient. Many are creating
strategies to deploy innovative solutions to assist with
problem solving and the delivery of citizen services. One
way government agencies are evolving is through network
convergence, which lets agencies consolidate voice, video and
data onto a single, IP-enabled network. This IP transformation
makes it easier to manage and share data, which can increase
government productivity, improve citizen services and decrease
costs. Additionally, network convergence ensures your agency
is prepared to meet future needs by supporting the rapid
deployment of advanced applications.

communications, network security and full infrastructure
management, AT&T oﬀers agencies a path forward. This includes
new models, such as the user-deﬁned network, which is similar
to “network as a service.” AT&T’s user-deﬁned network enables
organizations to add services in real time — breaking down
walls that once required a physical location. By combining the
best qualities of cloud and network, AT&T’s agile solutions
provide government clients with the tools they need, when
they need them.

Sponsored Content

G

AT&T recognizes the unique needs and challenges government
agencies face. As a network expert and experienced industry
leader, AT&T can help you create a strong foundation — a
converged, advanced network that will position your agency
far into the future.

AT&T can help your agency make the transition to an IP-enabled
network. With services that range from cloud, uniﬁed

To learn more, visit:
www.att.com/stateandlocal
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT: DELL

Addressing CIO Priorities
Now and in the Future
As the need for citizen services increases, so does the
demand for better, faster and cheaper delivery. Many state
and local governments are clamoring to keep up with the
latest and greatest technologies to adequately fulﬁll their
missions. And the gap between the capabilities of their
existing infrastructure and the infrastructure required to
launch new initiatives seems to be growing.

The National Association of State Chief Information Officers
(NASCIO) recognized this trend and identiﬁed several
infrastructure elements as priority areas for 2015.
Dell has a clear understanding of the priorities CIOs across
the country are working to achieve and can provide agile,
efficient, scalable solutions to address them.

NASCIO’s Top 10 2015 Priorities and How Dell Can Help
1. Security

6. Human Resources/Talent Management

Dell security solutions, including identity and access management,
network and endpoint security, and managed services, protect
critical data and systems without compromising agility.

Creating an agile and mobile workforce can increase
efficiency and attract or retain quality employees.
Dell’s mobile workforce solutions enable real-time
collaboration among employees and departments
and boost productivity.

2. Cloud Services
With a decade of building cloud environments, Dell can help
identify what should be moved to the cloud and when. Dell’s
cloud services and products include consulting, open source
infrastructure, back up and data storage, security, identity
software and multi-cloud management software.

3. Consolidation/Optimization
Centralized and shared services can provide optimal
efficiency while reducing costs. Dell works with state and
local governments to assess, design, implement and manage
shared or consolidated services.

7. Strategic IT Planning
Dell’s consulting services help state and local government
decision-makers plan for both immediate and future IT needs.

8. Mobile Services/Mobility/Enterprise Mobility
Management
Mobility management is essential to protecting government
data and ensuring proper use of devices. Dell offers
mobile device management solutions to protect apps
and critical information so governments can rest assured
their data is secure.

4. Broadband/Wireless Connectivity
Secure, reliable connectivity is necessary for mobilizing the
workforce and implementing new technology initiatives. Dell’s
network hardware helps ensure every department and in-ﬁeld
employee has strong connectivity.

9. Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity
Downtime during a disaster, whether man-made or natural,
can wreak havoc on a government agency. Dell helps
agencies maintain continuity by migrating data among
multiple data centers.

5. Budget and Cost Control

Sponsored Content

Dell’s solutions are crafted with state and local governments
in mind. Through solutions such as application modernization, Dell works with each customer to reduce costs and
unlock efficiencies.

10. Customer Relationship Management
Dell’s customer relationship management solutions help
connect government employees with citizens and their
needs, enabling faster, more efficient service.

Dell is attuned to the needs and priorities of state and local governments. Contact Dell today to help make your
jurisdiction’s infrastructure more secure, efficient and future-proof.

To learn more about state and local
government solutions, contact your local
Dell Account Manager or call 1-800-981-3355.
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HOPE IS NOT
A STRATEGY…
P25 DIGITAL IS.
YOU CAN’T PREDICT THE FUTURE,
BUT WITH P25 DIGITAL YOU CAN
PREPARE FOR IT.
Outside threats are changing and your citizens expect you to
be ready for natural disasters, terrorist attacks and school
shootings. But if you still rely on an analog land mobile radio
(LMR) system, your network can provide only voice – and you
miss out on the mission critical data capabilities P25 digital
LMR delivers. It not only equips you for everyday work, but
also prepares you for the unthinkable.
Learn more about migrating to P25 digital LMR by visiting:
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LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP

DAVID KIDD

Continued from page 17

RICHARD McKINNEY

they need from me. I tell the people
that work for me all the time that I
understand in the scheme of things
people would say that “you work for
me,” but I think it’s equally true that
I work for them. I have a role to play
too in their job and in their success.
When you get to a leadership position,
there are some things you can do that
others can’t. I try to use that authority
to be in constant communication with
my team about, “What’s in your way?
How can I help you? Is it resources? Is
it interoffice politics?” So leadership is
also servant-ship. You have to be able
to serve the people you are leading
and make sure you meet their needs.
What I try to instill in my teams is
a sense that bad news should travel as
quickly as good news. People in the ranks
should feel empowered and protected
when they come to you and tell you
they made a mistake or something
went wrong, or something is about to
go wrong. They can’t be afraid that I as
a leader would hold that against them.
Now if someone keeps making the same
mistake over and over again, then you
have a management issue to deal with.
But I try to instill in the organization
to celebrate our good news and pass it
around, but let’s make sure that the difficult news or bad news travels as fast if
not faster, because bad news is actionable
and that’s where change comes from.

CIO, U.S. Department
of Transportation
Richard McKinney is the former Nashville
CIO. Prior to that, he led IT services
for the Tennessee General Assembly.
McKinney has been CIO for the U.S.
Department of Transportation since 2013.
Leadership implies authority, but I’ve
always found that, in the long run, leadership that is effective comes from legitimacy. In other words, you have to deliver
to your customers, to the team you lead,
to the businesses you interface with. The
authority that allows you to be an effective leader is the authority that people
give you based on your
legitimacy. People don’t
KEYS TO
want to follow someone
LEADERSHIP:
that they don’t think
1 / Be a good listener
has their interests at
2 / Share your victories
mind, whether they
as well as your defeats
are your direct reports
3 / Know your team
or your customers.
I try to be a good
listener. I try to put myself in the shoes
of whomever I’m talking to, whether
it’s someone that works for me or a
customer across the table from me.
I spend a lot of effort to try to see
things the way they see them, and
then have them get a sense that I am
paying attention to them and to what

Also, people need to see you are just
like them and that you make mistakes
too. I try to fess up when I make mistakes
in a way that’s very transparent. They
have to trust you not just as a leader,
but as a human being. They have to see
that you know at the end of the day
when we leave work we’re all equal,
and that we’re all in this together. I also
go out of my way to try to get to know
the people that work for me. I do oneon-ones with all my employees — not
just my direct reports — at least once a
year. I sit down with everybody in the
organization for 15 to 30 minutes and
we talk about whatever we want to talk
about — not necessarily work. It helps me
get to know people as people and they
get to know me. It’s a way of humanizing the boss/employee relationship
and I think that’s really important.

DAVID CAGIGAL
CIO, Wisconsin
David Cagigal was appointed CIO of
Wisconsin in November 2012. Previously
he worked in the private sector, including
IT leadership roles for oil and gas projects
in numerous cities with Amoco Corp. In
1998, he left Amoco to work for Maytag.
My role as CIO for the state of
Wisconsin is to encourage collabora-
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LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP

tion among enterprisewide colleagues
to help us take advantage of the skills
and innovative ideas that exist among
our IT talent. It’s crucial to build relationships, encourage dialog between
policymakers, business people and IT
professionals … and then let our talent
flourish. My role, along with my IT
counterparts, is to ensure the appropriate mechanisms are in place and that
we spend every government dollar
wisely in helping achieve Gov. [Scott]
Walker’s goals of growing our economy,
developing our workforce, transforming
education, reforming government and
building our infrastructure. Our state
IT community continues to provide
evidence of a customer-service focus.
A key element in a complex enterprise like ours is a
clearly recognized IT
KEYS TO
governance structure.
LEADERSHIP:
Gov. Walker recognized
1 / Encourage
that too and established
dialog between
the IT Executive Steering
diverse groups
Committee to provide
2 / Empower staff
direction across state
to do their jobs
government for enterprise
3 / Listen and learn
IT strategies and policies.
from colleagues
and stakeholders
I serve on this committee
alongside agency deputy
secretaries as we utilize a collaborative
and consensus-building approach.
In addition, personal interactions
are crucial in our industry. I attend the
governor’s cabinet meetings, meetings
of administrative officers, IT director
meetings and meetings with my own
managers. While I may not have all the
answers, engaging with others allows
good ideas to emerge from all sides.
An example of this collaborative
approach is how we are expanding
broadband in Wisconsin. Available,
affordable broadband will help
Wisconsin meet Gov. Walker’s economic
development initiatives, as well as
prepare our students for the 21st-century
workforce. When I became state CIO,
I understood my responsibility to help
expand and elevate broadband, but I
knew this could only be accomplished

with partners. Therefore, I reached out to
the CIO at the University of WisconsinMadison and a deputy superintendent
at the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction. We all believe in the business case for broadband expansion and,
in a short time, we had come up with
goals for broadband in our schools and
universities. We were speaking in a
unified voice about what we want for our
students and residents, which has led to
additional bandwidth upgrades for public
library systems across the state, which
will significantly enhance communitybased Internet access at libraries.
It’s also important to understand
your role so that you can better align
your business to the goals and mission
of the organization. This allows you to
identify opportunities and challenges
in meeting those goals. Identify the
skills of your employees so that you can
empower staff to do their jobs. Listen and
learn from your colleagues and stakeholders, and keep an eye to the future.
Determine and recognize what your
organization may need two, five or 10
years from now so that you can ensure
your IT strategy is taking them down
the correct path in the years ahead.

KEITH DURBIN
CIO/Director of Information
Technology Services for the
Metro Government of Nashville
and Davidson County, Tenn.
Keith Durbin has served as CIO for the
Metro Government of Nashville and
Davidson County since 2009. Before
that, Durbin was a District 18 Metro
council member and also served in a
number of private-sector IT roles.
My base approach to leadership is
the more collaboration we can possibly have, the better off we all are. And
that’s everything from goal-setting
to project work; it’s both internally
and with all of our customers.

My department is primarily a support
department. We don’t necessarily touch
our citizens, but our customers are
those departments and agencies on the
front line of government service, so we
have to make sure that we understand
that it’s their goals that need to be met
and it’s our job to make sure that our
departmental customers are
aware of the technologies
out there. If we’re putting
KEYS TO
a technology in place or
LEADERSHIP:
recommending a technology for them, we’re doing
1 / Encourage
collaboration
it for the benefit of their
2 / Listen before
customers, not because it’s
you speak
a whiz-bang, not because
3 / Support diversity
it’s the latest and greatest
thing, not for technology’s
sake — but because it’s truly
going to meet a need that they have.
Another big thing for me is diversity
in what we do. I’m talking diversity
of background, education, skill sets
— all forms of diversity. The more we
can bring to the table, it just makes
a better product because someone is
going to notice something, someone
is going to have an idea that others
wouldn’t have, and without that
diversity, you wouldn’t have come up
with the same innovative solution.
Listening before you speak and
becoming good at active listening is also
a critical part of the job, and it becomes
much more important at the CIO level.
If we aren’t listening and hearing those
real solutions, there are way too many

[ ]
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LESSONS IN LEADERSHIP

other options that department heads in
state and local government have. They
can go elsewhere and get their services.
ITS exists to provide those services at
a better cost and with a better understanding of their needs. If we are not
listening, we’re missing the boat.

because when you need them the most,
they will be there for you. I understand
how effective it is to have a healthy staff.
As a leader I also really like to
empower my staff. I’ve been here for
eight years so I know where the strength
is in the department. I fully support the
empowerment of allowing my staff to
make their own, confident decisions, but
it takes years to build that trust level.
The advice I often give is to know the
people in your department and the other
directors in the city. I also try to learn the
culture of each organization and recognize those differences. The police department operates very differently than the
finance department, for example. By
understanding the dynamics of the different business cultures, I can have better
conversations with those business units.
Before I came to Fresno, I was CIO
for the community hospital in Madera.
I have a health-care background. In
fact, before I became CIO, I didn’t know
anything about agriculture. But because
it’s one of our mayor’s initiatives, I had
to learn. Here in Fresno, we have chosen
to participate in a federal partnership
called Strong Cities, Strong Communities.
Because of that partnership I started
working with the USDA and other
federal departments. It took me out of
city hall and got me working with other
agencies. Now I am comfortable talking to organizations like our broadband
consortium and pushing them to see how
technology is important to agriculture as
well. As a leader, you have to be able to
take some risks and work in new areas
you might not be comfortable in yet.

CAROLYN HOGG
CIO, Fresno, Calif.
Carolyn Hogg has been CIO of Fresno
since 2007. Prior to that, she served as
CIO of Public Sector Partners Inc. and
CIO of Madera Community Hospital. In
2012, Hogg was named a Local Innovation
Champion of Change by the White House.
The most important thing to me is
to be open-minded and to use good
listening skills. I think it’s also important
to invest my time in my staff. As the
economy has improved and we are
recovering from the
recession, departments in
the city now have money
KEYS TO
to spend on technology.
LEADERSHIP:
We had a two-year lull of
1 / Be open-minded
not having money to invest
2 / Value your staff
in technology, and now all
3 / Take risks
of a sudden the floodgates
are open and all the other
departments need my
department to further their business.
We are all just swamped, but my door
is always open. As a leader you have
to spend your time wisely and listen
to what your staff is coming to you for

DAVID STEVENS
CIO, Maricopa County, Ariz.
David Stevens took the helm as
permanent CIO of Maricopa County
in 2012, following his service as
deputy CIO for the Infrastructure,
Communications and Technology
Department. Prior to that, he was CIO
of Maricopa County’s court system.

Getting things accomplished in the
fourth largest county in the U.S. takes
strong leadership. First and foremost, it’s
about valuing people. That’s the underlying principle that guides my leadership
style. Along with that I’ve discovered that
very often, leadership happens in the
interruptions. You have these moments in
between scheduled meetings and efforts
that feel like interruptions, but they are
really opportunities for
demonstrating leadership
and helping people work
KEYS TO
through the problems they LEADERSHIP:
are facing. Hand-in-hand
with that is understanding 1 / Create a
culture of success
that listening is really a
2 / Invest in others
critical trait to leadership.
3 / Realize you can’t
You need to discover how
do it all yourself
to listen well so you can
understand the problem
and hopefully be able to coach or mentor
or direct in a way that is meaningful.
Another key for me along those lines
is trying to create a culture of success.
That means allowing the employees to have shared ownership in the
vision. Leadership is bringing together
all the components that make that
happen. Part of that is understanding that you need to invest in others’
careers and professional development.
Having a sense of humility and knowing that you are not able to do everything
yourself is also critical. And finally, transparency. I often share my shortcomings
or failures with others so they can understand that it’s OK to make mistakes. ¨
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ADVERTISEMENT

Q&A: All-Flash Arrays
Turbo-Charging Data Centers, Boosting Public Sector Performance
technology suddenly gaining
so much attention?
CJ DESAI: Until recently, all-ﬂash arrays
were very expensive, very limited devices
targeted only at boosting performance. The
market was small, as were the use cases.
But the tide has turned. Flash memory
component costs have come down and
XtremIO — now part of EMC — has developed a ﬁrst-ever, purpose-built all-ﬂash
array that’s simple, agile and elegant in
design. This traditional disk array replacement allows users to accelerate a single
application, create a hybrid environment
or turbo-charge their entire data center.
XtremIO all-ﬂash arrays are exciting
because they allow the public sector to
serve and educate citizens in new ways.

Q: How is the public sector
taking advantage of these
technologies?
CJ DESAI: We’re seeing state governments
adopt all-ﬂash arrays for their heavy online
transaction processing, database testing
and development environments. They’re
extremely simple to set up and conﬁgure.
A state in the Midwest, for instance, is
inserting ﬂash arrays into its tax processing
environment. Other municipalities are
investigating how all-ﬂash arrays might
enable online voting in the future —
allowing the entire citizenry to access the
same system within a very short window
of time. That will have a huge impact.
We’re also seeing ﬂash arrays in
education supporting remotely
connected students, teachers, faculty

CJ DESAI
PRESIDENT, EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
PRODUCTS DIVISION, EMC

EMC is a leader in enabling state and local government and service providers to transform their operations and deliver Information
Technology as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud computing. Through innovative products and services, EMC
accelerates the journey to cloud, helping Public Sector IT departments store, manage, protect and analyze one of their most valuable
assets — information — in a more agile, trusted and cost-efﬁcient way.

and administrators. Universities and school
districts place them behind virtual desktop
infrastructure (VMware and Citrix), so all
users can access information from their
mobile devices at any time, without the
performance lags commonly seen with
boot storms. Georgia Tech, for example,
supports thousands of engineering
students with XtremIO all-ﬂash arrays.

Q: How will all-ﬂash
arrays impact data
centers in the future?
CJ DESAI: All data centers will incorporate
all-ﬂash arrays at some point — it’s
just a matter of prioritizing workloads
and maximizing return on IT assets.
As traditional disk arrays in the public
sector age, we’ll see continued migration
to all-ﬂash arrays. The stumbling block
will be contract vehicles, especially for
start-ups that have never sold to the
public sector. That’s where EMC shines.
We have procurement processes and
partners in place across all 50 states
for all of our storage technologies,
including XtremIO all-ﬂash arrays.

Q: What differentiates
EMC XtremIO from other
all-ﬂash arrays?
CJ DESAI: Our architectural design is
better. We built the system from the ground
up, from a blank piece of paper, so we’re
better able to handle random access, and
achieve greater utilization and leverage
from the media. XtremIO delivers a TCO
comparable to traditional storage arrays.

© 2014 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

Q: Why is all-ﬂash array

An all-ﬂash array — also
known as an all-solid state
array — is the emerging
star of the data center. Its
ability to boost and leverage
performance with scalability and affordability is
an unbeatable advantage
for SLED entities that must
deliver service swiftly,
store data economically
and securely, and be highly
available at all times. In
this interview, CJ Desai,
President of EMC Corporation’s emerging technology
products division, talks
about the excitement
around EMC’s all-ﬂash
array called XtremIO.

Sponsored by:

JOIN THE CONVERSATION @EMCPUBLICSECTOR.
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BY DAVID RATHS

MASTERING
AGILITY
When roadblocks pop up on the path to agile development,
how do government CIOs get past them?

AUGUST MILLER

Bill Haight, CIO of
Salt Lake City, says
agile development
is shortening the
time spent on software projects.
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MAINE CIO Jim Smith has managed
software development projects for 35 years,
mostly in Fortune 500 companies. For much
of that time, he wanted a better approach.
“We have always struggled with finding the most efficient way to be predictive
and consistent in our project delivery,” he
said. “I came from a world where you spent
three years doing a project: a year doing the
requirements, a year with the design and a
year with coding. And what came out was
often not what you were looking for.”
Then, as vice president of IT at insurance
giant Unum a few years ago, Smith changed
course. He implemented agile development,
in which software projects are broken into
short “sprints” of a few weeks and business officials and IT teams work closely on
refinements. (This framework for iterative
change is called “scrum,” and the person
leading the collaborative effort is called the
“scrum master.” The traditional and linear
software development approach is referred
to as “waterfall.” Each phase of a project is
completed before moving to the next.)
With agile, users can “kick the tires” on a
project earlier, Smith said. You get transparency
and the ability to test and to change things.
[ ]
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MASTERING AGILITY

because they are already doing a full-time
job,” said Jim Hogan, a general manager
supporting the Department of Human
Services in the Michigan Department of
Technology, Management and Budget,
which has adopted agile methodology on many projects. “We need the
complete and total commitment from
the customer and their management.”
That factor may determine whether an
agile approach is used or not. “We look
at duration and scope,” he said. “If there
are a lot of external dependencies — that
is, working with entities outside the
state of Michigan, that might not lend
itself to an agile approach. So if we have
a project that is self-contained, without
a lot of external partners, we consider
it. It is easier to do a smaller project
with agile than a super-large project.”
“When we first started, it was hard to
get buy-in because it requires a dedicated
resource from the customer,” noted Ross
Feldpausch, a Web manager in the state’s
Department of Human Services. “But
once we explain how we anticipate using
their time, they do buy in,” he added.
“As the project grows, they can see how
they are getting what they wanted.”
Suzanne Pauley, an IT project manager
in the state’s Center for Shared Solutions
and a certified scrum master, described
the agile approach she is using to develop
a citizen-centric mobile portal. “We have
very engaged project members available to us, and our development team
is co-located, which is huge. I am their
scrum master so I can answer questions

Smith was quickly sold on the new
method, and when he took the Maine
CIO position in 2012, he was determined to bring that agile approach
to state government. “I saw we were
doing a strictly waterfall methodology.
I would argue it is not OK for anything
anymore. We want more project success.
But agile requires more transparency and user involvement, and that
is a cultural challenge for people.”
Smith isn’t the only public CIO seeking more agility. e.Republic’s 2014
Digital States Survey shows significant activity at the agency level, but
relatively few enterprise agile initiatives. Almost 60 percent of states said
they’ve implemented agile processes
in multiple agencies. Just 16 percent
use agile across the enterprise.
Public CIO talked to IT leaders in
Maine, Michigan, Washington and Salt
Lake City about their efforts to introduce
agile methodologies. In those interviews, they identified four key impediments to the transition to agile and how
they are working to overcome them.

1

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

One key tenet of agile is that
internal customers must devote
considerable time to the project. For
that to happen, you need customers
who can actually commit the time. “In
state government, that can be difficult,

SPEAKING THE LANGUAGE
WATERFALL:
A traditional, linear
software development
approach in which
each phase of a project
is completed before
moving to the next.

SCRUM MASTER:
In agile development,
the person leading the
collaborative effort.

AGILE: An iterative
development approach
in which projects are
broken into short
sprints of a few weeks
and business officials
and IT teams work
closely on refinements
throughout the process.

and clear away impediments. We learn
and grow together as we make mistakes.”
Pauley said the project management
and systems engineering methodology
are not exclusive to agile. “You still go
through steps such as initiation and planning, execution and project closeout.
The tools and techniques you use might
vary slightly,” she explained. “I still work
with my clients to develop the big scope
of this project. But instead of a Gantt
chart, I have a scrum board with user
stories and tasks laid out. The process
might be different, but the outputs and
the deliverables are all still there.”
Maine’s director of business process
management, Doug Averill, said his
organization has seen varying levels of
engagement in different agencies. “If
the business is not in the room, it just
is not going to work,” he said. “We have
pockets where they might be in the room,
but they are not directing the project.
They are not owning the outcomes or
managing those three-week sprints like
they should be.” So although the business side in general is seeing agile as a
positive, there have been mixed results
so far. Business involvement is critical
to success, he said. “They either step
up and participate or they don’t.”

2

PROCUREMENT

Michael Cockrill, CIO of
Washington state, has set up
an Innovation Lab in his office,
and one of its goals is introducing and
supporting agile practices in state agencies. The state is working through how
to purchase software and services with
agile in mind. “Procurement is a pretty
big barrier,” said Ben Vaught, senior
program manager. “We are working on
getting agile contracting templates built.”
Vaught said most government procurement requires you to specify exactly what
you are building three years out. “No
sane company would operate that way,”
he added. “We are trying to get some best
practices for agile contracts, so if you
choose to buy a piece of technology from
a vendor in an agile way, we can specify
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MASTERING AGILITY

WANTED: AGILE
GOVERNMENT
LEADERS

the business value we want out of it, and
provide reasonable checks and balances
to make sure we are building something
that satisfies that business value without trying to define every little thing.”
Washington has created an agile master
contract for purchasing training and
coaching services. That was a barrier,
he said, because agile expertise didn’t fit
any standard model contract. “We have
solved that, which is great,” he said.
The biggest barrier to agile in the
public sector is that government agency
contracting offices want to know everything that will get created for a specific
amount of money, said Elizabeth Raley,
an agile project manager and certified
scrum master for CivicActions, a San
Francisco professional services firm
that works with government agencies.
Raley said her firm has only worked
in the government space for a few
years. One recent project involved Web
development for the San Francisco
Human Services Agency’s EatFresh
program. “From what I have seen,
it comes down to the relationship
between people who want work done
and people in the contracting office,”
she said. “When there is a respectful
relationship and you can explain why
agile makes sense, change can happen.”
There are times when it makes sense
to assert that a software vendor take
an agile approach, said Doug Birgfeld,
director of Maine’s project management office. “You may not get them
to be great at it, but if we have a failing vendor and their contract is on
the line, it is perfectly appropriate to
assert that we are doing it this way
now,” he said. “You may get a failure,
but at least you will have exposed
what the problems are so that when
you argue for the contract cancellation, you have actual data and metrics
you can use to support that case.”

Both Salt Lake City’s Bill Haight and
CivicActions’ Elizabeth Raley are on the
steering committee of a new group seeking to bring together public-sector IT
professionals around the principles of
agile development. The Agile Government
Leadership group has created a website
(agileforgov.org) and is seeking to create a community to share best practices
and case studies. ”We want to spread
the word of agile and how it can be of
value to governmental organizations
that typically tend to use a waterfall
approach for project management,”
Haight said. ”We also want to create a
network of agile professionals who can
draw on each others’ experiences of
successes and failures around agile.”

problem of agency requirements changing during a project and therefore
increasing timelines and associated
costs. He’s experimenting with agile,
hoping to find a more fluid approach
to software development. Yet Haight
sees some barriers. “Most governments
still work very much in a siloed fashion, where agencies have their business systems and IT supports them,”
he said. “We are trying to break down
those silos as much as we can and foster
collaboration across departments.”
He said the public sector in general
likes to have everything about a software project spelled out from beginning
to end. “We like to know what we are
going to end up with before we even
start. In agile, it is a much more fluid
process in between,” he said. “That leaves
a lot of public-sector people a little bit
nervous. They are more comfortable
with developing a full set of requirements and a time length and a traditional waterfall approach. I think it is
just a comfort thing. We did bring in a
consultant who put on half-day classes
with folks about agile and how it works.
That was a really positive step for us.”
Maine’s Averill said cultural issues
extend to the IT side as well. “We are so

3

CULTURAL
TRANSFORMATION

Bill Haight, CIO of Salt Lake
City, said he wanted to address the

used to having requirements changed
under our feet that it is what we are
used to. A business team says, ‘We have
a new initiative and you have to stop
what you are doing and start working on the new project instead.’ We
have been put in a place where that is
almost OK or something we have to live
with. Of course, agile says it is not.”
CivicActions’ Raley said it takes some
education for people to understand the
difference between agile and waterfall. It
makes sense that if you build something
and show it to no one before you finish it,
you are going to come up with a product
that isn’t right, she said. “I came from a
waterfall background and happened to
read about scrum, and it was like a light
bulb turned on,” she said. “I had been
struggling so much with unsuccessful
projects and expectations not met. And I
am sure that other people that have done
Web development have probably been
disappointed every single time.” She tells
clients that she expects them to change
their minds. “You are going to see something we’ve built and you’re going to say,
‘That’s not the way I wanted it to look,’”
she said. “If we do incremental development and have something to show at
the end of a sprint, we can get that feedback and it leads to a better product.”

4

TALENT
AND TRAINING

Smith recalled that when
they rolled agile out at
insurance giant Unum, the company
trained more than 2,000 people on
three continents. “We sent trainers
everywhere and said, ‘Let’s make sure
everyone is drinking from the same
cup and talking the same language,’”
he said. “And we just don’t have those
dollars here in state government. We
have to do it more incrementally.”
Indeed, the executives we interviewed
all talked about the importance of
training existing staff and hiring
people with agile experience.
Washington has an agile community
of practice and offers its IT employees
“Agile Fridays,” one-hour webinars on
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MASTERING AGILITY

WHITE HOUSE
PUSHES AGILITY

agile best practices led by experienced
practitioners in the private and public
sectors. Vaught said it really starts
with “pre-agile” training so people
can focus on deciding what to build
in the first place. “If you launch right
into agile, you could be building the
wrong thing super well,” he said.
Before starting any engagement,
Michigan’s IT leaders put both
the technology and business staff
members through agile training —
either onsite or in a classroom. “That
is a non-negotiable mandatory first
step,” Hogan said. “It gets everyone
acclimated in what to expect and
everybody understands their roles.”
IT professionals with agile experience
are highly sought after. “We only hire
agile project managers and agile business
process analysts,” said Maine’s Birgfeld.
“Even if we have to put them in a waterfall environment, they can bring things
to that waterfall environment to tune up
those processes.” He admitted that agile
developers are scarce in northern Maine.
“It can be tough, but we find them. And
if we can’t find them, we train them up.”

One impact of HealthCare.gov’s high-profile launch failure last year is a push by the
White House to change how the federal government approaches technology projects.
A 90-member team of software developers and other specialists dubbed 18F was
created earlier this year within the General Services Administration to bring the startup
model to federal government IT projects. The White House also launched an internal IT
consulting group known as the U.S. Digital Service (USDS) led by former Google engineer
and HealthCare.gov salvage team member Mikey Dickerson, which is intended to transform
the conservative bureaucratic approach. And the selection of Google’s Megan Smith as
chief technology officer further solidified the White House’s commitment to modernizing
project management.
These moves are widely seen as well intentioned, but it’s unclear if they can produce
lasting change — especially with only two years remaining for the current administration.
Tim O’Reilly, founder of O’Reilly Media, said formation of the new groups shows that the
White House recognizes there’s a problem and wants to fix it. But focusing on innovation
may miss the point.
”When people in Silicon Valley looked at the amount of traffic on HealthCare.gov, they
said it’s kind of like a mid-sized dating site,” O’Reilly said. ”It’s not that complicated. It’s not
that hard. The whole idea that innovation will solve this is wrong. These guys are not doing
the basics.”
One problem is a misguided belief that the government has unique needs that couldn’t
possibly be met by using what everyone else uses, he said, a view that’s perpetuated by
some existing federal contractors. O’Reilly said that once there are a few examples of
agencies launching projects cheaply and effectively, a precedent of low-cost success will
work its way into the milieu.
Dickerson sees his task as helping to change how federal agencies view project risk.
”In government, they tend to feel that if they do things the way they’ve always been
done, then that’s a low-risk approach. And they still feel that even though the way they’ve
done things in the past has led to bad outcomes again and again,” Dickerson said. ”Risk
and reward looks different if you’re looking at it through the eyes of your customer.”
USDS is now the first stop for many agencies planning new technology projects. USDS
recommends things like using agile development and not committing ”a humungous”
amount of money at a project’s outset, Dickerson explained.
”Before we get ourselves into that hole where it feels like the only way out is to spend
more money, you need to measure your trajectory all along and make sure that if you have
a team that isn’t working, or a contract arrangement that isn’t working, or something isn’t
leading you to a successful outcome, that you have a way of detecting that and course
correcting before years and billions of dollars have gone by,” he said. — Colin Wood

MEASURING
RESULTS
Do agile projects produce better results
than more traditional approaches like
waterfall? The executives we interviewed
said they struggle with quantifying the
difference. Salt Lake City’s Haight said
that short of going down parallel paths
on the same project, it would be difficult
to compare the approaches exactly. One
of the biggest questions Birgfeld faces in
the Maine project management office is
how to measure portfolio performance
in the agile context. Project to project,
the deliverables are coming in or they
are not, he said, “but we also have to
measure against business’s expressed
objectives and missions. So it becomes
an exercise in clarifying those objectives
and missions.” That has changed the
way the state initiates projects from an
arduous process of filling out forms to a
one-hour meeting where they talk about
mission, roles and objectives. “From there

we continue to iterate to get more and
more clarity until we are ready to engage
in the framework of agile,” Birgfeld said.
But IT executives do have anecdotal
examples of success. Salt Lake City is
using agile processes on an internally
developed citation and collections
tracking system, said Haight. “Under
a traditional model, it would take
approximately 24 to 36 months. We
expect to complete it in half that time.”
The first business process management project in Maine involved a

Department of Labor unemployment
insurance claims project. “They had
two systems that didn’t talk to one
another all that well and processes
were very manual,” Maine’s Averill said.
An agile project went from nothing to
completion in seven weeks, he added.
The Maine Department of Education
runs five concurrent agile teams for
its suite of project work. “Their claim
to fame,” he said, “is that they haven’t
missed a delivery in 18 months.”¨
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ADVERTISEMENT

Q&A: Is Cost-Effective and Comprehensive
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
Planning within Government’s Reach?

Q: What are some challenges

Q: How can Kovarus help states

government agencies face when
it comes to business continuity
and disaster recovery (BC/DR)?

keep up to date on BC/DR
requirements and streamline
their compliance?

DANIEL MORRIS: While business
continuation can have different challenges
than disaster recovery, on the whole
there is a knowledge gap from executive
leadership all the way down to the
implementers of BC/DR planning. This is
not surprising — creating an appropriate
plan for resiliency is complex and requires
multiple interdependencies among
people and departments. But there’s also
the challenge of gaining executive buy-in
and sign-off for the time and resources
it takes to build a plan. Many people
see BC/DR planning as a requirement
they must fulfill, not a critical focus for
the organization. Finally, it’s difficult for
agencies to justify investments in BC/
DR planning because they are spending
money to prevent a problem — and the
metrics for this are hard to measure. For
example, what is the hard cost when an
AIDS information website goes down?
How do you measure the benefit of a vital
public service that informs constituents
about available programs?

DANIEL MORRIS: We’re passionate about
ongoing education campaigns, which can
range from simple discussions to more
comprehensive service engagements with
agencies and departments. States and
agencies need to constantly think about
and evaluate how things like adopting a
new technology might impact their DR
plan. For example, how does implementing
virtualization impact network availability?
We also conduct a monthly forum which
is open to state, city and county clients. These
forums typically include discussions around
how new technology impacts a DR solution.

Q: How can Kovarus help
government entities plan well
and sidestep costly mistakes?
DANIEL MORRIS: We can’t emphasize this
enough: You have to know what assets you
have, prioritize them and define a distinctive policy about recover point and recover
time objectives. Without these elements
in place, our clients can’t prioritize, and

end up spending a great deal more money,
time and human resources than necessary.
We conduct business impact analyses
that help clients discover what the cost
is for down time. If an agency has a set
of systems that are mission critical — the
lifeblood of the organization — we’ll make
sure those go to the top of the queue from
a service level agreement perspective, and
we’ll guide the agency in that direction.

Q: What sets Kovarus apart
from its competitors in the
BC/DR space?
DANIEL MORRIS: It’s a trifecta. One, it’s
understanding the regulatory requirements out there. Two, it’s understanding
the business of our agencies. We go to great
lengths to make sure we understand the
people and processes embedded within a
client’s business unit and how we can best
accommodate the agency as a whole. Our
consulting services can ensure that agencies
are compliant. Our experts can’t mandate
policy, but can make recommendations on
how to formulate appropriate procedures
to meet policies. During their assessments
they can see if some of the systems already
in place can be repurposed, so it doesn’t
become a total sunk or unrecoverable cost.
Finally, it’s keeping up with the technology, which changes constantly. In the
last year, there have been many disruptive
technologies deployed in the field, and
there are interdependencies between how
the business unit, regulations and technologies weave together. Kovarus prides itself
in being at the forefront of those technologies and building BC/DR solutions — cradle
to grave — to facilitate compliance in the
most cost-efficient way.

© 2014 e.Republic. All rights reserved.

DANIEL MORRIS
Director of Technology
for the Public Sector
Kovarus

Your agency or department may not think of business
continuity and disaster recovery planning as one of the most
critical elements of organizational soundness — but it should.
Mitigating or eliminating downtime and ensuring rapid recovery
following incidents or disasters is critical in an age of 24/7
connectivity. We talked with Kovarus Director of Technology for
the Public Sector Daniel Morris about the challenges agencies
face in properly planning for business continuity and disaster
recovery, and how Kovarus can help agencies not only develop
a comprehensive plan — but a cost-effective one as well.

Sponsored by:

Kovarus is a consultative, agile IT integrator specializing in IT-as-a-Service;
supporting organizations who envision IT as a business investment, at the heart
of growth, transformation and innovation.
For more information, visit www.kovarus.com
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State of “I can do this.”
Humans make technology real. Get in there.
Engage your mind. Build some virtual machines
and create your own network. It’s not just plastic
and metal and textbooks here. Turn technology
into a new career or use it to make the career
you love better. Challenge yourself to keep
learning with one of the nation’s ﬁrst online MCIS
programs. You can do this.

Master of Computer Information Systems
www.CSUmcis.com | Online or On Campus
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cybersecurity strategies

By Dan Lohrmann

A New Look at Insider Threats
Three tips to strengthen security without stifling innovation.
s more stories about Edward
Snowden and Snowden copycats
emerged in 2014, insider threats
continued to grow. In an April survey
of IT decision-makers in Europe,
only 9 percent of businesses felt safe
from insider threats, with 42 percent
acknowledging that their privileged
users, such as system, database and
network administrators, posed the
biggest risk to their organization.
A Ponemon Institute survey from
May shows that many organizations
struggle to adjust to new insider
threat challenges. Some specifics:
• 88 percent recognize insider
threats as a cause for alarm but
have difficulty identifying specific
threatening actions by insiders.
• 42 percent of respondents
aren’t confident that they have
the enterprisewide visibility
for privileged user access.
• 65 percent of respondents say
privileged users look at information because they’re curious.
Add to this trend the growing
scope and changing nature of insider
threats. Cloud computing, BYOD
programs and outsourcing of services
have led to more sensitive data in
more places with more people having
a legitimate role in accessing it.

ers or internal staff cause the greatest concern, many now say 50-50.
But I think these debates are largely
fruitless. We must take proactive steps
to address both. The truth is that there
is a third category as well, with outside
entities tricking inside users into clicking on links and/or responding to
illegitimate email requests for data,
thus providing unauthorized access
and backdoors into the enterprise.
So what can we do about insider
threats as we head into 2015?
First, we must understand the vast
scope of the issue. A proper risk assessment will address traditional insider
threats like data access controls as well
as threats that arise from new technology. For example, new threats can penetrate the enterprise from products like
Google Glass or other wearable devices.
Second, most organizations struggle
to keep up with the “consumerization of
IT.” New Christmas presents regularly
challenge enterprise security teams to
adapt or die. Policies and procedures
often lag behind what people are already
doing at work, which means trouble.
For example, four years ago, Michigan
Gov. Rick Snyder’s new management
team wanted to use iPads, despite
policies prohibiting their use. Our
security team struggled to get out
from in front of that truck, but we
eventually adapted by implementing mobile device management.
Last, many organizations still
focus only on external threats with
network perimeter security. They
have few controls to monitor internal data flows, even as outside
vendors and internal contractors
freely roam through intranet data.

A

Daniel J. Lohrmann is
the chief security officer
and chief strategist at
Security Mentor. He is
an internationally recognized cybersecurity
leader, technologist
and author. From 2002
to 2014, Lohrmann
led Michigan’s awardwinning technology and
cybersecurity programs,
serving as CSO, CTO
and CISO.

Internal vs. External Threats
Meanwhile, there’s a corresponding global debate as to
whether external or internal cybersecurity threats
pose the greatest enterprise
risk. When technology and
security leaders are asked
whether international hack-

Where to Start
I offer three suggestions on where
to start to address insider threats.
These tips may seem obvious. Sadly,
however, these basic areas are where
most organizations get into trouble.
1/ Examine basic access control
processes for staff as they come and
go. Include network, email, database and system controls for legacy
systems. This topic of provisioning
and de-provisioning provides the basis
to answer the hard question: Who’s
supposed to see what data? Ensure
processes are followed and covered
when internal roles change. Don’t
forget contractors and cloud providers.
Finally, trust but verify access controls
with occasional unannounced checks.
2/ Take another look at acceptable
use policies, social media policies and
related security controls. Are rules
up to date for new technologies? Use
appropriate measures like background
checks on employees and contractors.
3/ Security teams can build more trust
with enterprise staff and verify controls
by focusing on the most serious situations using a risk management approach.
Share compelling stories and real-world
examples with end users in cyberawareness training, newsletters and tips. Offer
awareness content that’s brief, relevant,
engaging, intriguing and even fun.
A final thought: You want the
masses behind your security efforts
and helping the team identify the
bad apples, but not stifling innovators who make a positive difference.
Steve Jobs once said: Do your best
at every job. Success generates more
success so be hungry for it. Hire good
people with a passion for excellence. ¨
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CIO Central

News, Reviews & Careers

DAVID KIDD

Cybersecurity expert Dan
Lohrmann left a 17-year career
with the state of Michigan
effective Aug. 1. During his
tenure there, Lohrmann served
as a department-level CIO,
state CTO as well as chief
information security officer, a position he held since
2011. Previously a Governing
magazine Public Official of
the Year as well as one of
Government Technology’s
Top 25 Doers, Dreamers and
Drivers, Lohrmann now brings
his expertise to security awareness firm Security Mentor.
”I’ve had a really exciting run in state government,”
Lohrmann said. ”It’s always
changing, always new opportunities, always something fun
to work on, and never a dull
moment in the security shop.”
Former Atlanta Housing
Authority CIO Samir Saini was
named citywide CIO by Mayor
Kasim Reed in late July. Reed
pointed to Saini’s experience
with strategic IT planning as
a key qualification for the job.

Samir Saini

Saini told Public CIO’s sister publication Government
Technology that Atlanta needs
a stable backbone to ensure
business continuity before
other innovations can come.
His intention is to transform
IT from a ”cost center” to a
”value center” that enables
business with technology.
Delaware CIO Jim Sills
left his position in August to
become president and CEO
of Mechanics and Farmers
Bank. During his five-year
tenure with the state, Sills led
an $80 million ERP upgrade,
which eliminated redundant
systems and virtualized 85
percent of the state’s servers. Other changes under Sills,
named a 2014 Government
Technology Top 25 Doer,
Dreamer and Driver, include IT
oversight of agency technology purchases in excess of
$10,000 and an enterprisewide
cybersecurity training program.
Gov. Jack Markell named a
replacement for Sills quickly
in James Collins, confirmed
by the Delaware state Senate
on Oct. 8. Collins spent the
last decade as director of the
state’s Division of Professional
Regulation (DPR), and also
served as deputy secretary of
state from 2008 to 2013. While
at the DPR, Collins led the
implementation of an electronic
medical records system at
the Delaware Veterans Home,

DAVID KIDD

CIO TRANSITIONS

Jim Sills
oversaw the creation of a new
online portal for the Public
Service Commission as well as
a searchable online database
of services for members of the
military and their families.
Complimenting the foundation laid by Sills, Collins vowed
to bring his collaborative and
service-oriented approach to
the CIO’s office, both in dealings with internal business
partners and the citizens they
serve. ”If I was a customer,
what would be valuable to me?
What would make this a better
experience? And I try to make
sure that our solutions feel like
that to customers,” he said.
An exodus of sorts hit the
top technology offices in the
federal government. U.S. CIO
Steven VanRoekel is now the
chief innovation officer of
the United States Agency for
International Development
(USAID). VanRoekel will be
tasked at USAID with using
open data and mobile platforms to better control the outbreak of the Ebola virus, working alongside federal agencies,

nonprofits and the private
sector. Deputy Administrator
Lisa Schlosser will be the
interim CIO until a permanent replacement is hired.
Todd Park left his official role
as White House chief technology officer in August, but he
continues to advise the federal
government on technology
from his new outpost in Silicon
Valley. In the San Francisco Bay
Area, Park is focused on recruiting top tech talent into government roles, as well as looking
for innovations that could make
an impact in the public sector.
Park came to the White House
in 2012 following a three-year
stint as CTO at the Department
of Health and Human Services.
”From launching the
Presidential Innovation Fellows
program, to opening up troves
of government data to the
public, to helping spearhead
the successful turnaround of
HealthCare.gov, Todd has been,
and will continue to be, a key
member of my administration,” President Obama said in
a White House press release.
In early September, longrumored candidate Megan
Smith, a former Google executive, was named as Park’s
replacement. Among her most
recent projects at the search
giant were the innovation
community project SolveForX
and a tech diversity initiative, Women Techmakers. ”As
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director Abhi Nemani. In his
new role, Nemani will oversee
the Los Angeles open data
portal, and help identify ways
to use the data to enhance
residents’ quality of life.
”One thing I think we can
do within L.A. is really bring
to bear all the data the city
has to help drive data-driven
decision-making and datadriven policy,” Nemani told
Public CIO’s sister publication
Government Technology, on
the eve of joining Garcetti’s
team in Los Angeles.
David McCurdy is Colorado’s
new chief technology officer,
filling a role held briefly by
now state CIO Suma Nallapati.
With a decade of experience
leading a 1,000-member
technical team at Catholic
Health Initiatives, McCurdy is
now charged with enhancing
state IT systems within Gov.
John Hickenlooper’s Office of
Information Technology.
The federal health insurance
marketplace, set for another
key test during the open enrollment period that spans from
mid-November to mid-February 2015, now operates under
a new CEO, Kevin Counihan.
Previously the director of the
well regarded Connecticut
Health Insurance Exchange,
Counihan is HealthCare.gov’s
first CEO, a position many

Megan Smith

FLICKR/CODE FOR AMERICA

U.S. CTO, Smith will guide the
administration’s informationtechnology policy and lead
initiatives ”… to accelerate
attainment of the benefits
of advanced information and
communications technologies across every sector of the
economy and aspect of human
well-being,” according to the
White House announcement.
Another Google alum, Mikey
Dickerson, now leads the U.S.
Digital Service (USDS), an internal consulting group formed
to find and fix troubled federal
projects. A former site reliability
manager for Google, his official
title within the OMB is USDS
deputy federal CIO. Dickerson
played a pivotal role in the
repair of HealthCare.gov, which
earned him the new gig at the
White House, and the hope is
that the onsite expertise he
and his team bring will help
course-correct projects well
in advance of their launch.
Mayor Eric Garcetti named
an inaugural chief data officer
for Los Angeles — former
Code for America co-executive

Abhi Nemani

called for after the botched
rollout of the federal marketplace in October 2013.
North Carolina welcomed
its first chief digital officer in
late September. Erik Ross is
charged with improving online
interactions between citizens
and the state by bringing
private-sector-style, usercentric design to government.
Ross and his team at the North
Carolina Innovation Center are
standardizing practices across
state agencies to ensure the
best possible customer experience, an effort that will result in
two new state websites early
next year. In addition, Ross
continues to manage projects
born out of the Innovation
Center, including the iCenter
lab where the state pilots new
technology applications before
making enterprise purchases.
Kansas Chief Information
Technology Officer Anthony
Schlinsog stepped down in
October after three years
in the role. Having previously held the position of CIO
at the Kansas DOT, Schlinsog
is credited with a number of
strategic IT initiatives, including the adoption of industry
best practices for technology
in all state-level agencies.
In other state-level moves,
Karen Robinson announced
that she will retire from her
position as head of the Texas
Department of Information
Resources at the end of the
year. Calling her five-year stint
both ”intense and challenging,”
Robinson managed a data
center consolidation contract
worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, oversaw major voice
and data network upgrades
as well as an overhaul of the
state’s website, Texas.gov. In
October, her agency released a
technology inventory showing

that more than half of Texas’
critical systems need to be
upgraded or replaced.
Arkansas CTO Claire Bailey cited
health reasons for resigning
from her post, an announcement made official on Oct.
15. Bailey began work with
the state in 1991, assuming
the CTO role in 2006. She was
recognized as a Government
Technology Top 25 Doer,
Dreamer and Driver in 2011,
in part for her work on the
Arkansas Wireless Information
Network, a radio system
that advanced public safety
interoperability in the state.
A new cabinet-level technology position has been created
in New York City. Mayor Bill de
Blasio announced that Minerva
Tantoco will be the city’s
first chief technology officer.
Tantoco brings a background in
financial services, most recently
with UBS. At the September
NY Tech Meetup gathering where de Blasio made
the announcement, Tantoco
acknowledged her roots as
a proud New Yorker, adding
that ”… what drew me to tech
was its ability to transform,
empower and ultimately drive
change in all aspects of our
lives. Technology is a great field
for optimistic, creative people
who love to solve problems.”
Seattle CTO Michael
Mattmiller officially hired
Bryant Bradbury as citywide
chief information security
officer in October, a position
Bradbury held in an acting
capacity for about a year. He
brings more than 25 years of
experience in the technology
sector, including in the insurance, commercial software,
airline and air cargo industries.
His public-sector career began
in 2007 with Seattle’s Fleets
and Facilities Department.
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By Andy Blumenthal

The Beginning of Your
Entrepreneurship Journey
Vision and relentless perseverance are the only path to true success.
ecently I watched a video
encouraging people to become
entrepreneurs. I’ve seen so
many of these, where they want you
to join for a fee and provide examples
of people who have “made it.”
There was the CEO and president
of a company — but it seemed like
a company of one, just this person.
Then there was “the owner” of what
seemed like a very small catering
and event planning company — helping primarily some local friends
from the community. Finally, there
was the lady who got the initiative and started a business selling
diet cookies out of her basement.
Now, lots of famous and incredibly successful people got their start
in the proverbial garage — RIP Steve
Jobs. There are others who started
with one restaurant or retail store
and ended up with hundreds or even
thousands (does Sam Walton sound
familiar)? Everyone has to begin
somewhere, and we must all start
crawling before we can walk and
then run. This is the entrepreneurial
spirit and the drive to innovate and
succeed that makes this country great.
But I couldn’t help feeling that the
people who really hadn’t made
it yet, were presenting themAndy Blumenthal
is a division
selves as if they had — taking
chief at the U.S.
credit for something that was
Department of
State. A regular
still half-baked, at best. There
speaker and
are lots of great ideas out
published author,
Blumenthal blogs
there, and people who want
at http://totalcio.
to make dreams come true,
blogspot.com.
Blumenthal’s views
but statistics show that more
are his own and do
than 90 percent of businesses
not represent those
of any agency.
go kaput within five years.

This is the generation of helicopter parenting, demands for unconditional love and instant gratification,
where everyone is a winner and a
star. Especially on reality TV, we are
accustomed to success being claimed
prematurely. Declining educational scores, labor outsourcing and
diminishing national competitiveness bear out these marks. This is in
stark contrast to the teachings of my
father: “Say little and do much.”
I have worked in the private sector
for small (and large) businesses. And
I am familiar with how difficult it can
be: the doubt about whether it can
really work, the up-front investment
with initially little return, the long
hours and headaches borne on your
own shoulders, and lots of fits and
starts, never quite sure whether the
business is going to make it or not.
It takes a lot of bravery and selfsacrifice to start a business and see
it through, and those who do it, with
a solid business plan and the desire
to make it succeed, should be hugely
applauded. Moreover, as a country,
we should encourage and try to help
small businesses succeed through small
business loans, tax and other incentives, and support on Small Business
Saturday and every other day.
But when people are only just starting a business, I would rather see
them present themselves proudly as
what they are, rather than as something they are aspiring to be.
Those household names who have
started successful businesses — Steve
Jobs, Bill Gates, Larry Page, Sergey
Brin, Jeff Bezos and more — all had

R

a compelling vision and worked
hard to make them into a reality.
The key is to be honest about where
you are, have a vision of where you
want to be, and be clear on what you
are willing to do to get there. Becoming
an entrepreneur is more than just
starting a business, it’s about having a
business plan, making significant investments of time and money, facing and
overcoming nearly endless challenges,
outmaneuvering the competition, and
adapting to changing market conditions as you execute. It’s really not as
easy as an infomercial makes it seem.
To bridge the gap between talk and
reality, we need a very strong educational system and work ethic to apply
it. We’ve got to raise our educational
standards and leverage technology
every step of the way to provide learning opportunities that are not only in
the classroom, but also virtual, social,
mobile, economical and persistent;
every experience is an opportunity
to learn something that can help us
succeed, personally and professionally.
At the end of the day, every business
is as important as every other, whether
it’s selling diet cookies, providing catering services or producing the next
great technology hit. But the difference
between success and failure is nothing
less than a well honed strategy, unyielding execution, and continuous learning and growth. It’s not what we say,
it’s what we do that really matters. ¨
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